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| A Very Short Foreword… | 
 

 

After a year in office at the helm of the Association of Nigerian Authors (Benue State Chapter), we 

thought of giving a gift of gratitude to all those who had found us worthy to serve. We thought of 

something to celebrate with and…it hit us at some point: hey! Why not put together a collection of 

one of the really lovely sub-genres: short stories. So, here you are, with our very own collection of 

… voices. Find within here tales differing tales that are similar in strange ways and yet, well, 

differing. The stories are not limited to members of the association alone but were contributed 

from all around Nigeria. 

It has been fun putting this together, mixing styles, types and certain tales that we don‘t 

ordinarily see every time. So, we have some magical realism, some comedy, the usual social gist, 

action (yes!), thriller and just about anything you can think of. There could have been more—but 

yes, there could have been less too. We picked what our basket could take… 

It is left for us to offer our appreciation. We say a big ‗Thank you‘ to SEVHAGE Publishers and 

SEVHAGE Literary and Development Initiative for collaborating with us on this project; thank you 

to the various contributors and thank you for finding time to read through this. 

It is our hope that you enjoy the content of this collection as much as we did. Cheers! 

 

SVA 
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FOOL’S GOLD 

 

V ictor OLUGBE MIRO 

 

 

 

he looked up from her computer and it took a lot of self-control to keep from gawking. 

The definition of ugly had definitely shifted to the dude standing in front of her. In 

complexion, he wasn‘t dark; he was black—crisp black—like a malicious burnt offering 

to the gods from disgruntled worshippers. Not only was he black, he had a mouth that always 

curved into an ‗O‘ no matter what he said. That and so  many other things that could go wrong 

with a guy were the entirety of this guy. Effy couldn‘t help but wonder why she had to be the 

one stuck with such a horrendous sight as her first customer on a Monday morning. But 

pushing all that behind her, she attended to him robotically, wearing her plastic smile like she 

was paid to do:  

‗Good morning sir, please take a seat, my name is Effy. How may I help you?‘  

He took his seat. He wanted to open an account. After talking him through the procedure, 

she gave him the necessary forms to fill out and buried her head behind her computer, hoping 

that would be the end of the encounter. But no way; Instead of the customer to fill his form in 

silence, he started a conversation 

‗Your face looks pretty familiar, you know.‘ 

Oh no! Was he trying to chat her up and with that line? Aargh! It didn‘t help that the sadist 

Head Office sent to carry out a Customer Satisfaction Survey was prancing round the banking 

hall like he owned the place and she had to maintain the plastic smile that was already 

beginning to hurt. This was not the beginning of the bright and cheery week she had pictured 

in her mind in church yesterday when the handsome Pastor Moses was prophesying good 

things for the coming week. She sighed. Pastor Moses… tall, dreamy eyes, thick hair, sharp 

dresser, hunk of a…  

‗So when will you be free for dinner?‘ 

His question snapped her out of her reverie. 

‗Huh?‘ she replied, looking up in time to catch his ‗O‘ mouth close. She blinked at him, 

clueless. How on earth could he have moved so quickly from ‗familiar face‘ to ‗free for 

dinner?‘ He repeated himself. Hia, Pastor James said it o, that enemies of progress would 

come disguised in various forms; this one did not even bother disguising himself. If not for 

where she was, she would have unleashed her arsenal of insults that she reserved for people 

like him. Instead, still smiling, she said jokingly: 

‗With the nature of this job, will I ever be free?‘  

Undaunted, he dropped his card on her table as he got up to leave and asked her to give 

him a call whenever she could find the time.  

‗I sure will,‘ she said as she flung the card into her drawer without even as much as a 

glance. She allowed him step out of the banking hall before she released her rattlesnake hiss.  

‗Thunder faya you, bad market!‘  

As he stepped out of the banking hall, he began to whistle. He hadn‘t felt so lightheaded in a 

long time. The pretty face that attended to him in the bank was dancing before his eyes and 

S 
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that cherubic smile that didn‘t waver for a second  was turning his insides to jellyfish and 

making his heart melt like butter in a hot frying pan. Surely, she must have enjoyed his little 

chit chat for though she didn‘t contribute, she never stopped smiling. He could spend the rest 

of his life gazing into those hypnotic eyes that blinked innocently adding a certain quality to 

the smile, and those dimples… He had definitely encountered the definition of beauty today. 

He was happy with himself for being able to overcome his usual shyness and start a 

conversation even though it was quite one-sided. At a point, he felt like he was babbling. The 

fact that she kept his card in her drawer, unlike many others who tossed it in the trash right in 

his presence, gave him hope. Even if she got too busy to call, he knew where to find her. As far 

as he was concerned, judging from her body language, the stage was set for a romantic journey 

that he foresaw leading all the way to the altar. With these happy thoughts in mind, he got into 

his car and drove off to his other engagements, approaching his day with the enthusiasm of 

Romeo as he approached Juliet‘s window. 
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Sister Vanilla 
 

Pever X  

 

 

 

Celibacy is the worst form of self-abuse. 

- Peter De Vries 

 

THE SISTERS from Our Lady of Fatima Convent, Lagos, walked into the church shortly 

before benediction began. Sister Vanilla was a novitiate and a young beautiful one at that. I call 

her Vanilla because she scented of vanilla. Unlike the other sisters who were frocked in the 

traditional habit, Sister Vanilla and four others were garbed in dowdy white blouses and ill-

fitting dark skirts gathered at the waist. I reckoned it was the uniform of novitiates. But no 

amount of hideous clothing could have concealed Sister Vanilla‘s beauty. The outlines of her 

hips and full bum still managed to show despite the skirt. The extra-extra-large blouse 

couldn‘t screen her enormously endowed bust. She had a face that could hold anyone‘s gaze a 

second or two longer than necessary and a figure that could get the beholder to think things —

those things. 

My heart rose and fell when Sister Vanilla stopped next to the row where I sat engrossed in 

my thoughts and asked if she could join me. Sure, why not? With a mind-boggling body and 

pretty face like hers, I could have given up my space for her—could have given up anything, 

even my name for her. But the church wasn‘t filled and such display of chivalry was uncalled 

for. 

My tummy swam with butterflies when the pretty sister sat beside me. Throughout 

benediction, I thought of nothing else but how closely I was sitting to the world‘s most 

fetching sister. Her voice was as lovely as her face. When she chanted those Latin hymns, she 

sounded like Lark the song bird. I had no hymn book so we shared hers. We shared her prayer 

book and Bible too, though I had my mine. 

Was Sister Vanilla feeling the same way I was feeling sitting next to her? Was I having the 

same effect on her as she was having on me? Most certainly! Else why did she choose to sit 

next to me of all the spaces in church? Why didn‘t she stick with her fel low sisters?  She was 

developing a thing for me, I was sure, and I felt duty bound to tell her the feeling was mutual. 

I would walk right up to her after benediction, introduce myself and tell her I, James Orteri, 

felt the whole world about her. She would tell me she had been waiting for me to say that all 

her life. We would hug and kiss and tears would spill down our cheeks then I would slip a ring 

on the middle finger of her left hand. Two weeks later we would wed in the same church and 

my! I would save her the sorrows of living a celibate life. 

When benediction was over, the pretty sister joined her sister friends once again. I had 

hesitated about telling her how I felt when I had the chance; it was kind of late now. She and 

the other sisters were waiting for the Mother Superior by the bus which would convey them 

back to the convent. A seminarian joined the sisters by the bus and was making small talk. He 

must have said something funny because the sisters all burst out laughing. The seminarian was 
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so cool with ladies I envied him. I was watching the sisters from a distance. I could swear 

Sister Vanilla was giving the seminarian ‗the eye.‘ Or was I just imagining things? Perhaps it 

was me she was giving the eye, after all. I didn‘t know for sure—I was far off. 

The moment I summoned courage to walk up to the mirthful sisters and request an 

audience with Sister Vanilla was the same moment Mother Superior chose to show up. Soon, 

she was behind the wheel and the bus cranked into life. The sisters waved happily at  the 

seminarian, then boarded the bus. I watched, heartbroken, as the bus drove past me. Why was 

I thinking of Sister Vanilla after all? I should have known she was already taken—God sure 

takes the good ones. 
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Hyginus EKWUAZI 

 

 

 

 BUSY expressway.  Cars are moving in all directions.  Many cars stand out—by their 

colour, make or speed. Among the lot, an eye-catching brand new car.  It is cruising.  

Music is blaring from the interior. When it stops at the traffic lights, everyone turns to look 

at it: passers-by and other car drivers and their passengers—everyone‘s attention is drawn to the car. 

The glasses of the car are wound up; but they are plain, not tinted. There is a sole occupant in 

the car: the driver. He is a young man; in dark designer glasses. He is wearing a face-cap, baseball 

fashion. He seems to be enjoying the attention he is getting. Before the light changes to green, he 

changes the music from the car stereo twice or so; and at each change, the music that comes on is 

heavier on instrumentation and still very loud. 

The car exits the highway, negotiates a few turns and commences picking its way through the 

potholed serpentine street of a densely populated area. Crowds and movements everywhere. People 

stop what they are doing to stare at the car; some hail it. Ghetto kids run gleefully after it. 

The car stops in front of a ramshackle building. Ghetto kids surround the car but keep a 

respectful distance. The young man alights from the car. He is in his early twenties. Everything 

about him suggests arrogance and wealth—that kind of wealth that insists on being noticed. He 

locks the car; though the lock is electronic and obviously central, he goes round the car to ensure 

each door is properly locked and all windows properly wound up. While he does this, he surveys his 

environment: the look on his face is clearly disdain; and there is no attempt of any kind at 

concealing it. 

The young man moves towards the shack, but on second thought he walks back to the car and 

singles out one of the rag-tag boys who have gathered to admire the car. He gives the boy some 

money.  

‗There‘ll be more for you when I get back….  What I want you to do is this: look after this car 

when I'm gone. Nobody and I mean nobody comes near it. Nobody touches it. Nobody throws 

anything at it. Understand?‘ 

The boy nods vigourously. 

The young man swaggers into the ramshackle building. He raps on the fragile door of one of 

the  face-me-I-face-you rooms and without waiting for an answer enters.  

Everything in the room suggests grinding poverty. At one corner of the room, there are some 

bottles of hot drinks, a bag of semovita, a bag of rice, a giant tin of powdered milk, a tin of 

groundnut oil, etc: they are as conspicuous as they are out of place. 

Old Man and Wife are in the room. Old Man and Wife are advancing in age; but their 

weathered look is apparently more the function of poverty than of age. 

Apparently, Old Man has just come home; while he looks for a free nail on the wall on which 

to hang his shirt, Wife brings him water to drink.  

Old Man motions the young man to a battered stool; Wife dusts the stool with one edge of her 

wrapper. The young man sits down on the edge of the stool: he is obviously very uncomfortable in 

the midst of so much poverty. 

‗Like I told you‘, says Wife, to Old Man, as she points in the general direction of the  young 

A 
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man; ‗he came earlier. He brought those presents,‘ indicating the bag of rice, etc. ‗I told him you'd 

be home about this time‘.  

 

II 

The car is still parked in front of the ramshackle building. A group of people is assembled around 

the car: a motley collection of ghetto residents; there are some very old men among them. Both 

Old Man and the young man are in the crowd; Old Man occupies a very significant position in 

front of the car. The young man opens the car and brings out a bottle of hot drinks which he hands 

over to Old Man.  

There is a faraway look on Old Man's face. He loudly clears his throat. Again and again, he 

clears his throat loudly until there is total silence—only then does he speak; and he does so in a 

sepulchral voice:  

‗It gladdens my heart to see a young man respect tradition. Our young brother here has brought 

this new car for me to bless. I'm to pour libation and ask God through those our ancestors who've 

found favour with him, to bless all who ride in it. Also, I'm‘— he clears throat again—‗I'm also to 

ask God to keep wide open the source from which the money for this car came...‘  

In ritualistic steps, Old Man commences walking round the car. Now he touches this part, now 

another; finally he walks back to his earlier position in front of the car.  

‗…this is not a small car. If you add up how much all of us here have earned since we were born 

and how much we're likely to earn in the next twenty years, it can‘t buy even half of this car....‘  

Some men in the crowd pat the young man on the shoulder; some shake his hand. Old 

Man watches them, sadly, before continuing: 

‗Our young brother here used to visit me when he was serving in the National Youth 

Service Corps. Some of you may have seen him then. I'm talking of less than one and a half 

years ago. Today, he has a mansion at home. He has a fine piece of land at the GRA. He is 

building a filling station. And now—this car. Did he win the lottery? Nobody has informed 

me that he did…‘  

Old Man opens the bottle of hot drinks which the young man handed to him earlier and 

positions himself preparatory to pouring libation. 

‗...I've no problem in praying for all who ride in this car: may they come and go in peace...‘ 

‗Amen!‘  

‗I've one leg already in the grave. How can I in all conscience ask God to widen the source 

from which the money for this car has come, when in my heart and in every part of my being 

I strongly suspect that that source is highly questionable?...‘  

As Old Man is speaking, people are turning to look in one direction.  Old Man‘s Wife and some 

women are coming from Old Man‘s compound; they are moving towards the crowd. They are 

carrying the bag of rice, tin of groundnut oil and the other gift items. The crowd makes way for the 

women as they approach. The bag of rice, etc is deposited near the car. 

Old Man pauses. He looks at the items that the women have just deposited near the car. 

From his looks it is obvious what he is doing—that he is counting the items to ensure that 

none has been left behind in the room.  

‘…I've one leg already in the grave…I cannot say that the meat of the sheep is taboo to me, 

while the ram is a delicacy. What am I saying?  When an elder looks down, he sees his grave, 

yawning and following him around. That‘s why truth sits on his tongue: if he sees anything 

bad, he says it Ho-Ha!  The elder that cannot stand in the shade of the bitter kola-nut tree and 

tell it to its face that its fruit is bitter—how on earth can that person be considered an elder? I 

am not the only elder here… Some of you here are my age… Some of you here are older than 

me….if there be any here among you who thinks I‘m wrong—these presents are his: let him 
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take over the ceremony…‘ 

The pause this time is longer as Old Man tries to lock looks with the old men in the 

crowd; each one politely declines Old Man's invitation, some with an [un]ambiguous shake 

of the head and some by merely looking away. The crowd is divided in their opinion; but no 

one interrupts Old Man as he continues: 

‘Thank goodness we old ones are all of one mind on this....‘ He waits to be contradicted. 

When no one does so, he continues: ‘They who ride this car will come and go in peace. And 

may their teeth not quake because someone else has eaten a sour fruit… 

‘Amen!‘ 

III 

Flash forward.  

The months have piled on and stretched into years; and the years are piling on. 

Whether the young man remembers the blessing that was denied him by a certain old man 

who lived in a ghetto that had since been demolished for a flyover, no one knows. But 

everyone knows that Young Man is rolling in wealth. Those who swear that some unknown 

benevolent spirit cracks his nuts for him are as many as those who swear that he poaches nuts 

wherever he sees them—they even swear that he has blackmailed one or two oil wells into his 

pocket. What is no rumour is that all over the land and in choice locations for that matter, 

buildings of his spring up like the palaces of Aladdin. It is also no rumour that he has joined 

the enviable ranks of those rarefied beings that privately jet to breakfast in London; lunch in 

New York; and dinner in Beijing…. 

Old Man is in police custody, awaiting trial. For theft. For at last, at long last, what 

everyone thought to be a Bermuda triangle into which valuable items in the Corporation‘s 

stores kept disappearing, has turned out to be no such triangle. At last, at long last, the missing 

items have been traced to him—directly to him; and indirectly to him.  

Two visitors have come to see him. One is Old Woman. The other is a young boy 

somewhere in his middle teens. They sit on an improvised bench opposite the counter. Old 

Man is brought out from the cell. The intervening years have made him—younger. So, too, 

Old Woman. As he moves to join them, his lips are moving, inaudibly; and they continue 

moving even after he eases himself between his visitors. No one speaks, until Old Woman 

turns to him and gently asks: 

‗What are you saying?‘ 

‗Me?‘ 

‗Yes.‘ 

‗What am I saying?‘ 

‗You keep muttering something about the locust and the dragon fly.‘ 

A heavy silence descends on the group; and it is Old Man who finally breaks the silence. It 

is not as if he is speaking to anyone in particular—it is as if he is continuing a discussion that 

has been going on in his mind for long. 

‗…that Supervisor…when he first came to the ministry, he came in a jalopy…a battered 

Renault…all the parts of that car were falling apart…. You didn‘t have to look too deep to see 

that the man was struggling like the rest of us…. But today…today, less than two years…two 

years…less than two years when he came—see the fleet of cars he has…see his buildings in 

town…see his wife‘s bakery—do you know of any bigger bakery in the country? And all the 

money came from that store. I had spent over ten years…over ten solid years…I had spent 

over ten solid years before he surfaced in that store…. Tell me: was I to continue growing in 

poverty while all around me…? Tell me: did I come to Lagos to stare at the fly-overs? Tell 

me…tell me….‘ 
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Abruptly, he stops; and as if propelled by some unknown force which only he can see, he 

heads back for the cell.  

Old Woman and the boy look at each other. The former accurately reads the look on the 

latter‘s face. The boy still remembers—the boy still remembers the young man whose gifts his 

father had returned; the young man with the flashy car who had given him some money to 

stand guard over the car. 
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Kurannen BA A KI 

 

 

 

‘Silent Night.’ 

‘Holy Night.’ 

‘All is Sound.’  

‘All is Bright…’ 

… 

‘Sleep in Heavenly Peace!’  

‘Sleep in Heavenly Peace!’ 

 

 

IN THE distance, almost faint by the time it got to his ears, the bells of the church had 

clanged.  

It was time.  

It was Christmas Eve, in the year of the Lord 2012. A reported fifteen hundred people 

would fill the interdenominational church that was the headquarters of Christianity in the 

country this night. This was the night.  

Solomon had a last look of himself in the mirror. He could see the determination swirling 

in his eyes; he could feel as the desire to commit unto God tonight gurgled beneath him. He 

even felt himself closer to the One that tonight marked the eve of His birthday. At this age, He 

had transformed humankind. He, Solomon, was bound for greatness; he was bound for glory; 

he was bound…for peace. All that he needed was already in his rented car, except the three 

sacred books that lay on top of his raiment for tonight‘s occasion on the bed. Today, he looked 

brighter; today, he looked even younger, because today, he would see the fruit of his toil.  

As he made to turn away from the mirror, whimpering filtered through the bathroom 

door. He walked there, opened and stared at the young man, about his age, on the floor, both 

arms and legs tied. 

‗Glory is for those who persevere, Philip. Glory is for those who hold onto the promises. 

It‘s sad, that you have chosen to be deceived by the devil, and turn away from doing the right 

thing when the time has come. You shall suffer pain, before you die.‘ 

For all the sacrifices he has made. For all that he believed in, he was not to take it likely 

with his partner questioning his motives at this final hour. This was bigger than him. It was 

bigger than the two of them. It was about salvation. It was about purification and paradise. It 

was about God. He grabbed a jerry can by the door and emptied its content on the man on the 

floor. The smell of gasoline choked him. He whimpered more, his words stuck behind a gag, 

wriggling vainly on the floor. He let out muffled wails when the door closed and the locks 

clanked.  

Solomon walked to the bed, took the three books off his raiment and delicately set them 

on the bedside drawer, and began dressing. 

                                                           
1
 First published on http://naijastories.com. 
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In five minutes, the white Toyota Camry was cruising down the road, headed straight for 

the church. In his mirrors, the reflection of the flames engulfing the apartment he just left 

shined in his face. He drove steadily, at cruise speed, and was at the church in seven minutes. 

Today, apart from the clergies, no one was to be allowed to drive through the gate into the 

church compound. A new parking lot, fifty meters away from the church fence and about a 

hundred and thirty meters from the church building itself had been provided. It did not 

matter. He turned into the lot and parked. He gathered the three sacred books against his chest 

and looked up to heaven.  

The way to paradise is not by car; the way to paradise is by the Scripture; the way to eternity is by the 

Book, he thought to himself. 

When he got to the gate and his turn to be checked came, he held the three holy books  

high up so that they were almost a yard away from the metal detector as the security man ran 

the device up and down his sides. A few meters away there was a police truck with armed 

policemen. Nothing to be suspicious about. Satisfied, the security man beckoned him in. The 

upsurge of bombings, especially at places of worship, had called for this consuming exercise. 

Every single person that walked into this church today would be checked. He had heard word 

that even the clergies had been subjected to this metal detector show. Yet he was full of hope, 

no, confidence. He was certain that nothing could stop him. Four months of intense work 

would not go in vain. He was in, and he was in with it. He returned the books against his chest 

the way he had held them before he got to the gate. Sacred. Holy Books. Sound Books. Bright 

Books. Heavenly peace.  

Solomon took the main entrance door that led into the nave—the west and longer arm of 

the symbolic cruciform design of the church building. He walked up to the centre, found an 

empty space beside a lady on one of the elegantly polished pews. He grinned at her and sat, his 

iconic books, sacred items, still held against his chest. Then he offered his hand to the lady, 

after he had set the three holy books in the backrest of the pew in front o f them and bowed his 

head in a silent prayer. Today, Lord, I convey the souls of your children, only those who are your true 

children, to your bosom. Today they see you. Today they meet salvation. Today they live forever.   

‗Bless you, sister,‘ he said. 

‗Blessings upon you too,‘ the lady replied with a smile.  

‗Christmas is a wonderful time,‖ he said, without looking in the direction of the lady, as if 

he was speaking to himself. ‗That is why there is salvation for repentance. I am glad to know 

Christ. It is a fulfilling thing. It is a peaceful feeling.‘ There was no danger in getting familiar; 

she‘d never remember him. No one would ever remember him. They would not be there.  

‗That is why He is the King of Peace.‘ 

Yes, Solomon nodded. Peace! 

The congregation had started filling in, though just about quarter of the number that 

could get this enormous building filled, there was a feeling that the attendance would outpour. 

More people, unto Grace. 

‗I‘d be right back,‘ Solomon said. ‗Let me give these to my friends .‘ He took two of the 

bibles and left. 

He chose the south transept first. He walked in and found a pew that, left for an old 

woman at the end of it, would have been empty. He sat by the other extreme end, set one of 

the bibles in the back of the front pew, bowed his head and again repeated his prayer. Two 

minutes after he finished praying, he walked out with the remaining bible in his hand. 

Confidence could not come in any other form.  

The north transept was bringing in more people. One more minute of delay , he realized, 

might leave him without a chance. He almost broke into a jog when he got outside, but any 
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form of unusual activity might trigger mad confusion and panic. The enormous ambiguity his 

breaking into a jog would provide was a risk he was not prepared to take. It would be better to 

get there and win himself a seat than introduce any form of panic among these people. They 

were still pouring into the premises. He encouraged them within him. Get in, fill it up; fill the 

church, so the Lord can receive you, in numbers. 

He got there just in time to find a seat. He admired the pipe organ by the chancel —the 

trumpet that would trigger today‘s triumphant passage unto His throne of Grace.  

Solomon walked back into the nave of the church through the door he had first entered. 

He walked gorgeously. Somehow, eyes fell on him. Yes! Look at him, on whom all is bestowed.  

‗I am sure I told over twenty people that someone was already here,‘ the lady said with no 

note of exaggeration in her tone. 

‗Thank you,‘ Solomon said. ‗Your reward is in heaven.‘ 

He smiled. She smiled too. 

By now, light singing had begun from the host choir. They had sweet voices; voices that 

brought down heaven to earth. And in less than three hours to come, he was certain that those 

sweet voices would lead this congregation to heaven. 

The time was 11:42pm. Choir groups from different denominations had been singing 

gloriously for an hour now amid a host of other intermediate performances. But the iconic 

Christmas song, ‗Silent Night‘ would be sung by midnight. Everyone waited patiently for it. It 

was to be a rousing moment of spiritual indulgence. Much had been said about this song 

tonight. News had gone about that the host choir had spent a whole month rehearsing the 

original version of this song, sang in German, for tonight. After which its English version 

would hit the midnight hour mark…and lift everyone to Grace. 

 

Reverend Mordecai Ande was the host of this gathering so, among the clergy here present, the 

information reached him first. A church official had walked up to where he sat, among other 

clergies, and whispered to him. Then he stood and followed him into the room behind the 

altar. There, he met four men, one with a big backpack. Two of them were in police uniform 

and the other two in mufti, but all of them were wearing bulletproof vests with ABS 

embroidered boldly on it in white. They shook hands in a brief introduction before the man 

the reverend was almost as twice as tall as he was, the smallest man in the room, broke the 

news. The ABS on their chests and backs did not mean Antilock Brake System; it meant Anti 

Bomb Squad. 

‗There is a bomb in this church, Reverend,‘ Smallest Man said, looking up at the tall 

pastor. 

Terror rippled through the pastor, almost staggering him. Fear instantly grabbed at the 

pastor‘s jaws and tugged. 

‗Holy Jesus! How?‘ he managed to ask weakly. 

‗We got a tip. The bombers were two but only one made it here. The other died in a house 

fire just about two, three hours ago. They are working with an extremist religious sect with a 

‗certain message from God‘. 

‗Boko Haram still got to us?‘ 

‗No, Reverend. These guys are from your own side of the coin.‘  

‗Meaning?‘ 

‗They are not Muslims, they are Christians! But Reverend, sir, that is not our problem. It 

is the SSS‘s problem. We don‘t know where the bomb is. Or what type it is. Now, the problem 

is we have to find that bomb without scaring the crowd.‘  

‗I will make an announcement.‘ 
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‗No!‘ 

‗Why?‘ 

‗You will scare the congregation no matter what you say to them. They will panic. There 

are about seventeen hundred people in this church building. Take it or leave it, Reverend, all 

of those people are going to try to run out of this building through four doors that are each 

barely two meters wide. Once you have a stampede out there, we would have no chance.‘ 

‗So what are you suggesting?‘ 

‗The information stays in here. Let every activity continue as it is supposed to and we will 

do our best here. No one will get hurt.‘ 

‗How sure are you?‘ 

‗You won‘t have me making conclusions in a church, Reverend, but I am assuring you that 

we would do the best we can. But only if we have the chance. Only if the people out there 

remain calm.‘ 

‗How long will this take?‘ 

‗We will have to find the bomb first, know what type it is before we can defuse it. So  

please, go back in there and continue.‘ 

‗No! I will stay here. And pray!‘ 

By the time they found it, they were flabbergasted that it was not just one bomb; there 

were three of them! The tension was thick and the smell of sweat could be perceived amid the 

blow of ACs. They were not IEDs, and it was not just about coloured wires; something else 

was to trigger the explosives, and they did not know what it was. Whether they had to work 

with time now became unknown. There was more tension, and uncertainty. More sweat. 

‗Can we evacuate these people?‘ Reverend Mordecai Ande said, coming out from a small 

room, almost drenched. The glorious melody of Stille Nacht, Heilige Nacht could not douse the 

tension in here. There was sweat now that could fill buckets from just five men. Out there, 

unaware, the choir sang their hearts out. 

‗There is no time. Whatever time we have, we must use to find a way to defuse these 

explosives—‘ 

‗They are many?‘ the reverend broke in, sounding horrified.  

‗Three, and they are right in the heart of the crowd. See, Reverend.‘ The small man 

pointed to a black monitor one of his men was working on. It showed the outline of the 

church in green. Somewhere in the middle of the right and left transept, and the nave, three 

red lights, which the man pointed out as the bombs, blinked. ‗One mistake, Reverend, and all 

of these people would panic. If it would have taken two minutes to have them out of this 

building, it‘d take ten, maybe fifteen, because that panic would make them uncontrollable. I 

am sending in three of my men there. They‘d get in, like they are part of the congregation. 

Once they find them, we know what next.‘ 

The reverend looked up to heaven sombrely. Oh Lord, let Your mercy be upon Your children. 

Don’t let them die. 

‗Stille Nacht, Heilige Nacht‘ had just ended. The next second, they did not know by 

whose cue, whether it was by divine prompt, the church exploded with ‗Silent Night, Holy 

Night….‘ But the voices of the people, as lofty as they were, could not beat down the sound of 

the pipe organ. 

 

How much more exaltation would the Lord get? Solomon asked himself as the sound of that 

heavenly melody trailed to his ears where he had been sitting in the Camry for the past thirty 

minutes, monitoring CCTV pictures of the church‘s interior. While he was still in there, five 

groups of children from different church denominations had performed songs that had drawn 
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standing ovations. The line from the chorus of Ann Mker‘s ‗Pick up Your Child‘ came to his 

mind: …unto them, for such kids, is the Kingdom of Heaven.  

Solomon was engrossed by the CCTV pictures of the activity going on in the enormous 

church building. But the reckless speed of the car that had just stopped by the gate, almost 

crashing through it, wasn‘t an incident to miss. Was that a suic ide bomber trying to crash his 

car through the gate? The answer came when someone stumbled out of the passenger‘s side 

and fumbled toward the gate, screaming. He was pointing frantically toward the church. Some 

of the policemen had charged forward with their guns drawn to stop the man.  

No way! Solomon thought in horror. Philip! He can’t be alive! He died in that fire! He brought 

the Camry to life and swerved it out of the lot. 

―It‘s…bomb…the song,‖ the man said painfully, seeming not to know which part of his 

body ached more that he should clutch, his voice barely audible. ―Stop the song!‖  

―Silent Night‖ was nearing its last stanza now in a glorious explosion of hearty joy.  

Sleep in heavenly peace. They must sleep in heavenly peace! Solomon thought. 

As the police tried to stop the mad man, another car bumped onto the scene, and without 

warning, the sound of a pistol broke into the air. Solomon was not in doubt that he emptied 

his fully loaded pistol on the man that was screaming. The police returned rapid f ire on the 

Camry, instantly opening dozens of holes in the body of the vehicle. Then the Camry veered 

dangerously, almost flipping over, missed the police truck and crashed head-on into the fence 

where it came to a stop. Rubble cascaded onto the Camry‘s hood. The engine was now 

vibrating loudly, its front tires spitting earth. The sound of gunshots had rented the air, 

instantly ending the church song just as the second and final repeat of ‗…in heavenly peace‘ —

the bomb trigger—was to be sang. Pandemonium broke and people were pouring out of the 

church through every opening, tumbling against each other and screaming toward directions 

that none of them knew where. 

Police rushed toward the Camry, treading carefully, their guns still drawn. One of them 

ordered the driver to step out as they flashed light upon the vehicle. There was no response. 

He repeated. No response; no movement. He waved subordinates forward when it became 

evident that there was no more sign of life in the vehicle. 

They found driver fallen against the steering wheel, with several bullet wounds in his head 

and chest. They removed that was still hard on the gas pedal, killed the engine, and took him 

out of the car. 

Within the church premises, there was no controlling the crowd, as mad confusion 

reigned. 
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| Gloss Over  | 

 

Maria A JIMA  

 

 

 

E HAD been appointed an administrator of one of the local government areas for the 

past eight months. At the moment, he was in a sweaty jittery state. The governor of 

the state was scheduled to drop in any day on a familiarisation tour of the areas under 

his purview and also to assess the achievements of each administrator. He would be held 

responsible for any shortcomings and that would put a halt to his progress in the service if not  

an outright end to his career. 

Though it was the harmattan season and the weather was dry and cold, he felt hot and 

jumpy. Every little noise gave him a start. At night, he found it difficult to sleep soundly. His 

wife's anxiety at his state made matters worse. He found himself snapping at her. In the office, 

he felt as if the world was crowding in for the kill.  

His secretary had retyped a particular draft several times and it seemed as if his brain had 

gone haywire. As the secretary put his head through the door to announce a visitor, the 

administrator felt like biting off his head. He had told him not to allow anybody in. Yet he 

knew that the person had to be a VIP from higher quarters, or else his secretary would not 

have disturbed his chaotic state of mind. The secretary seemed to be able to read his boss's 

state of mind and was shrewd enough to know the cause of this disturbance. He remembered 

the administrator's orders very well. You should not just allow any Tom, Dick and Harry to see me, 

at least not at this period, except of course VIPs: very important persons.' VIPs included his direct boss 

at Headquarters, officers of the finance and audit departments who held the keys to the 

treasury and monitored the expenditure.  

The secretary announced that a very senior officer from the headquarters was here to see 

him, whereafter he withdrew his face to await further instructions. The administrator on 

hearing this announcement, adjusted himself in the executive seat, straightened the features of 

his face to look as calm as possible, cleared his throat to shake off all tremor from his voice (he 

had been drinking heavily of late) then pressed the buzzer. The secretary opened the door 

wide as the visitor walked in. The administrator got up and they shook hands vigorously.  

‗You are most welcome.‘ 

‗Thank you very much.‘ 

‗Please, sit down.‘ 

The administrator buzzed his secretary asking him to bring in refreshments for the officer. 

As the secretary busied himself doing this, the administrator did a quick assessment of his 

visitor. The man looked pleasant enough. He did not look like a messenger of bad news. He 

opened the discussion.  

‗Can I be of any help?‘ 

‗Oh yes, I am only here over Circular Number 30. Headquarters is yet to get any feedback 

from some of the local governments and yours is one of them;‘ 

                                                           
2
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‗Oh, I see.‘ 

Actually he did not see anything. There were always so many circulars from the different 

arms of government that at times, they just put away some of them without taking any action 

on them. He called for the secretary and directed him to trace the particular file whose subject 

the officer was referring to. Then he turned his attention to the official. He wanted to find out 

how he stood with Headquarters. You could not afford to find yourself in the bad books of 

these people. 

‗How is the Headquarters now?‘ 

‗Oh, the same old place.‘ 

‗Nothing new?‘ 

‗Not really, except that now and then an occasional furore is created by the governor's 

opinions and directives on officers handling state projects. The man is a clown, you know.‘  

‗Mmnh.‘ 

The administrator nodded his head in silent contemplation as the visiting officer 

continued, 

‗The other day, the governor was pointing his swagger stick at the administrator of a Local 

Government and, in the presence of everyone, chided him for non-performance.‘ 

‗But the governor should know that it is not the administrator's fault, if funds are not 

forthcoming. Do you embark on projects with your teeth?‘  

‗Well, I feel that the signs of success have to emanate from an administrator. If you have a 

governor whose interest is only in seeing flashy signs of development here and there without 

making funds available then the officer in charge has to find a way to gloss over.‘  

‗Gloss over? What does that mean?‘ 

‗It's an expression I use to describe a false state of affairs that you are really performing, 

when in fact, you are not, so that you do not end up in the trash can of history like some 

foolish ones do.‘ 

The administrator nodded his head slowly as the logic of what his visitor was saying began 

to sink in. 

‗Remember the case of Via Local Government where a borehole was dug half way and a 

tanker full of water was brought so that it could be commissioned. Well, everybody clapped 

for that man as the governor took a tumbler of water from the so-called borehole. Again, 

remember the electrification project at Daother Local Government. Because the governor 

wanted to fulfil his campaign pledge, everything was in place except the connections to the 

grid. So as to fulfil his pledge, you remember a generator was hooked up and the community 

had light for that day only in their lives?‘ 

Hmm, gloss over. The administrator turned it over and over in his head. He liked that 

phrase. Maybe things were not too late for him yet, he thought. He smiled at the visiting 

officer; his first genuine smile in two weeks. He was yet in the good books of the 

Headquarters people. This was their way of telling him to do something so that he did not 

earn the ire of the governor. He asked,  

‗Any idea when the governor will be around this our side?‘  

The officer shook his head slowly and said, 'You know these people could be very erratic, 

but if I were you, I would swing into action immediately. The man can drop in any moment.‘  

By now the secretary had traced the file in which the circular was. The adminis trator 

examined the circular already flagged by the secretary and saw that it was one of those 

requiring routine action. He assured the officer that a return would be made as soon as was 

feasible. As the officer made ready to go, the administrator went to the safe that stood by the 

corner of the office and brought out a wad of crisp naira notes saying,  
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'Since you insist on leaving immediately, the local government would have loved to 

entertain you, but do please use this for refreshment on your way.‘  

‗Ah, that's most considerate of you,‘ the officer said as he quickly received the money and 

slipped it into the pocket of the suit he was wearing. The administrator saw the officer off to 

the official car that had brought the guest and shook hands with him, wishing him a safe 

journey to his destination. 

As he went back to the office, he saw the correspondent of the state's daily paper sitting at 

the visitors' room apparently waiting for him. If this had happened in the last few days, he 

would have felt like wringing the scrawny neck of the reporter for they both knew what he 

was here for. But now, he felt in an expansive mood, he had got the answer to his problem - 

'gloss over' - that expression sounded nice. He ushered the reporter into his office and started 

regaling him with the achievements of the Local Government during his tenure. The reporter 

was baffled as he scribbled into his notebook because he wanted to tell the administrator to his 

face that there was nothing like that on the ground. But he kept his peace; if the man now 

knew the rules of the game and was ready to play ball, he was ready to play along with him. 

After all, were not most development projects executed on paper and on the air but never on 

the ground? That was as long as all the parties played along beautifully. 

As the reporter departed the administrator's office with another wad of naira notes securely 

lodged in his pocket, the administrator gave a sigh of relief. He had swiftly set the ball rolling. 

He sent for the director of civil works and told him that culverts must be built within one 

week with staff working day and night. 

He mused over the two million naira lodged in a bank account in Lagos. That should keep 

him buoyant till the day he decided to retire from service. He remembered his  fiery university 

days when he used to be a firebrand Marxist. That was the time for idealism fired by youth. 

This was reality. He remembered how he had entered the service full of hope and enthusiasm, 

sworn to the service of his beloved nation and how those dreams had been shattered by the 

realities of the day. 

He owned a rickety saloon car which he had now repaired from the accounts of the Local 

Government. Before he was appointed an administrator, he was almost reduced to penury. 

The salary he earned as a civil servant was hardly enough to meet the family's needs. Apart 

from his immediate family which numbered a wife, seven children and five nephews and 

cousins staying with him, his parents who lived in the village, his uncles and aunts, all 

depended on him for their survival. There were days when they ate only once a day and, 

because the children cried so much, he always ran away from the house to the beer joint he 

and his friends patronised to drink on credit. To ensure that the credit line was always th ere 

whenever he needed it, he always made sure he paid all outstanding bills once they were paid 

salaries. This in turn reduced the amount of money that was left to take care of other things. 

His wife had only studied up to primary seven so she was always at home waiting for her 

husband's salary. He felt too shy to allow her go to the market to sell pepper and tomatoes as 

some men did. He was a senior service man and could not disgrace himself like that. His 

children's clothes were in tatters but he was helpless to do anything about it. As long as he was 

able to borrow to pay their school fees, he felt he had done the best he was capable of. He 

cursed himself whenever he remembered the day he took up employment with the 

government. He did not know then that it was the surest way to penury and now that he was 

in, it seemed to him that every avenue to get out was barred to him. He had no big-shot 

relative up there somewhere who could find him a more viable job. All friends who could have 

helped him were all in the same condition as him. Well, he could only wait for his turn - his 

turn to get to a level where he could enrich himself fraudulently without getting caught. After 
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all, society had come to accept the fact that the state apparatus was one sure way of acquiring 

wealth if you were placed at a vantage point. He had come to accept that logic and waited 

patiently for his opportunity. 

It came at last with his appointment as a local government administrator. At first he was 

afraid and did not know the tricks of the game. But there were many willing to teach him. 

First there was the accountant. On his first official trip outside the Local Government, the 

accountant brought the sum of N50,000 to him as touring advance. Innocently, he asked 

whether the money was not too much. They looked at him like a fool and told him to spend 

on whatever he wanted and only look for somebody to get him receipts to retain the advance.  

Then came the contractors, relations, friends, and faces he had never known before. In the 

secrecy of his official residence, they promised to pay into any bank of his choice a certain 

percentage of whatever contracts he was willing to give to them as long as he paid. This was 

one easy means of getting money. All you did was to sign a piece of paper awarding a grossly 

inflated contract and paying the contract sum and the next time you went to the bank, one 

eternally grateful man had quietly paid you a large sum of money for doing him that favour.  

Then there was the security vote. And this was one fat one. 

You did not even require receipts or any third party to spend it. After all the security of the 

area was one of the state's paramount concerns. 

And then the free hand they were given. Development was left at each administrator's 

discretion. The government could just wake up one day and give you millions of naira to 

develop your area. While the roads were crying out for either rehabilitation or construction 

and hospitals begging to be built, you could feel that going on tours was your major concern. 

And the millions would all go that way. Who would query you? Had anybody given you any 

index of development to follow? 

Whenever conscience came calling he always brushed it aside. 

He felt that as long as he was helping his brothers, uncles, aunts, nieces, nephews , in-laws, 

and friends to get contracts, he was also contributing to developing society. If he was not in 

that position, those same groups of persons who were also supposed to benefit from 

government would be languishing while another person would be busy helping himself and 

his relations. He considered himself very smart and brilliant.  

After all, he had something to show for his efforts. Others before him had undertaken no 

single development project in their area but they were still hailed as Honourable Ex-This or 

ExThat. He was going to show that he was more honourable than them all. 

Five days later, they embarked on a tour of the culverts under construction. The job was 

poorly done, that was quite apparent but to the administrator, half bread was better than none. 

Some of the culverts were so high that motorists created diversions as the bridges 

compounded the problem they were meant to solve. Besides, others had the rings set so far 

apart that it was impossible for vehicles or bikes to move on them. The administrator directed 

that more work be done on such ones for inspection by the governor. 

He knew that the day was getting nearer and now he was proved right. The very next day 

the governor arrived. The administrator was very eager to receive the august v isitor. He took 

the governor round the Local Government introducing him to the traditional rulers. The 

administrator conducted the governor round the projects he had undertaken. In his welcome 

speech, he called on the governor to come to their aid in completing the culverts so that the 

rural people could move their produce to the markets. The governor was so impressed with 

the achievements of this Local Government that on his return to the Headquarters, he 

directed that enough funds be made available to the administrator to complete the culvert 
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project he had embarked upon. As the administrator received this news over the radio, he 

chuckled to himself. 'Gloss Over' sure worked well. 
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(A Nigerian Story) 

A ndrew A ondosoo LA BE  

 

 

 

I have spent my entire life in Ihugh writing poems. This year I decided to travel out to see the 

world before I die. 

I sat beside this girl I met on the ticket queue. She promised to pass the night with me, 

without even knowing my last name.  

We saw Hotel Nationale on Shaw Street. It was standing exactly where the driver said it 

was since 1960. The original paint was washed out and it stood like a dirty edifice on canvas, 

painted by a demented Picasso. The gate was wide open. No sentry, just an empty chair.  

At the reception desk, I met a man, well-built in what passed for a standard issue security 

uniform, with an Adolf Hitler moustache. I slowed down wondering why a security man 

doubled as a hotel receptionist in this hellhole.  

‗I‘m in a mad-horse open-sleigh,‘ I whispered. 

‗What do y‘all want man?‘ Hitler asked.  His teeth a set of greens darkened by years of kola 

nuts. ‗I am just covering; the receptionist went to find some whore for a guest.‘ 

‗We need a room,‘ I answered. 

‗Room 419!‘ Hitler shouted and reached for the keys. ‗Check the last door down the 

hallway,‘ he said, pointing down a passage into dim lights. 

We made love like psychotic bulldogs. I was in my most maniac grace. After the half -hour 

drama, I closed the curtain. I passed out. 

I rolled up and the bed space was more than my fair share. I opened my eyes, and she was 

gone. 

I dashed to the wardrobe and my Dante‘s Inferno was gone with my wallet. On my way 

out, Hitler was not present to check me out of his Berchtesgaden; and see that I slept with a 

beauty and woke up in the arms of dawn. 
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(An Excerpt) 

 

Kenechi UZOR 

 

‗Evil communication corrupts good manners,‘ began the pastor, ‗Did you know that?‘ 

The clock ticked, tocked, the ceiling fan squeaked, squawked. 

‗Answer his question,‘ my mother threatened from the sofa beside the pastor.  

Tick. Squawk, Tock, Squeak… 

Her lunge secured my left ear, pulled twisted, pinched. ‗I said answer pastor‘s question. 

Now you can‘t talk?‘ She gave the ear a final savage pinch, and I began to hear red. I rubbed 

the pain into my eyes and it began to water. 

‗Do you know what the Bible said about evil communication?‘ the pastor asked as if he 

didn‘t see anything. 

This time I nodded. 

‗Good,‘ continued the pastor, ‗Knowledge is good. Reading is a good thing, but we must be 

careful of what we read. Books like these are occultic and can get children initiated in to the 

kingdom of darkness.‘ 

My mother, back to her seat beside him at the other end of the sofa, began to snap her 

fingers and plead the blood of Jesus. ‗Where did you even get these books from? Eh, Mike? 

Pastor, me I am tired of talking to this boy, I am tired. Ask him where he is getting these 

books from.‘ 

The three offending books lay on the centre table: The Third Eye by Lobsang Rampa, 

Satanic Verses by Salman Rushdie and Cyprian Ekwensi‘s Juju Rock.  

‗Pastor, I asked you here, this morning, so you would see what I have been facing— to see 

what this boy reads,‘ my mother said. 

Grave nod of pastoral head, then, ‗What do you learn from these books, boy? Hmm? Juju 

books. Hmm? See, listen,‘ he shifted to the edge of the sofa, ‗I see you like to read, eh?  That is 

good. But the best book to read is the Bible. It is food for the soul. It has everything you need, 

everything! There are stories there too for children. The devil pollutes the minds of young 

children like you through these demonic books and films…‘ 

The pastor went on like it was a Combined Service Sunday, and when I lost interest with 

his whiskers bobbing up and down, I began to read the poem hanging on the wall behind 

them, printed in gold on black drapery.  

When things go wrong as they sometimes will, 

When the road you are trudging seems all-uphill— 

I became Jack going up the hill with Jill, carrying our metal buckets up, up…  
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…Often the goal is nearer than it seems to a faint and faltering man— 

I became Maradonna, dribbling in and out, nearing the goal post, I took the shot, the 

stadium erupted… 

…so stick to the fight when you are hardest hit— 

Now I was in a heated fight with a group of school boys from the rival JS1 B class, 

swinging my stick like a black ninja, knocking heads and cracking shins— 

 My hand swung in front of me and my fighting snarl froze as I saw where I was.  

The two adults had been watching me. The clock and ceiling fan had gone  silent too. The 

pastor‘s gaze had narrowed as if he was about to go into battle with Lucifer himself. My 

mother‘s persecuted eyes searched for God at the ceiling as she rocked slowly back and forth.  

‗Pastor. This. Boy. Has. Not. Been. Listening. Pastor, Pastor!‘ 

In seconds, my mother went from a weary, persecuted Christian to a flying tackling 

fullback. 

I dashed for the front door and almost made it when she fell upon me like a mob, like a 

football team, like a hail of rocks. 

The pastor let me have some for a while before he intervened.  

‗It is okay, Madame... Madame, the weapons of our warfare are not carnal…Madame, calm 

down, this battle is for the Lord.‘ He pulled her off me at last. ‗Boy, get up. Come here, kneel 

before the Lord.‘ 

I knelt before the Lord. 

‗Children are God‘s heritage. They are gifts from God. And the scriptures say that the gift 

of God adds no sorrow. Power has been given to us to cast out all that was not planted by 

God…this morning we want to pray for this child – boy raise up your hands to heaven…‘ 

And they began to pray. They took it with choruses, and from there went into binding and 

casting of demons from evil books, and ordering them into the Kalahari Desert. Kneeling 

before the Lord under the rain of spittle, my raised hands began to ache. My mother slapped 

them up each time pain brought them low. I began to cry, and the pastor, feeling the demons 

were reacting grew more fervent in effort. He took his heavy leather bound king James and 

flogged me over the head, once, twice— 

By that time I had had enough. I lunged at the pastor and began to pummel him about the 

legs, screaming in anger. The pastor fought back, screaming in tongues.  

I was overpowered as a matter of course, and the little sense I had left told me to quiet 

down. And sure enough, as I did, the pastor and my mother relented. They began to sing 

songs of praise. The demons had been cast out. Anointing oil was applied on my forehead to 

shield me from reprisals and demon counter attacks. I lay on the floor fuming and imagining 

what I would do to the pastor‘s son when I caught him in school.  

The pastor, still breathing heavily and with a triumphant look in the eye, gathered the 

books up and took them out front to burn. My mother gave him a flurry of thanks, a crate of 

eggs and a tuber of yam for his morning‘s work. 
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~ TO SET A TRAP ~ 

 

A gatha A DURO 

 
 

 

AS WE crouched beneath the window and peeped at Senior Ifeoma, we could barely contain 

our giggles. Four of us, Chioma, Small Uzo Tall Uzo and I, knew what was about to happen 

to her and we watched with excitement. Finally, payback time! I groaned silently as Senior 

Ifeoma stopped in front of my bunk and pulled out my ten litre jerry can from under the bed. 

Saliva flooded my mouth when I saw the contents of her bowl as she stooped to get the jerry 

can. It was that ‗no man‘s land‘ period, that one week between the end of exams and vacation, 

when our time was ours to spend as we pleased. We dubbed it ‗starvation period‘ because we 

were usually out of provisions. We wondered how senior students were able to manage their 

provisions and still have a lot at the end of term. 

Senior Ifeoma‘s bowl was layered like a multi-tiered cake. I was sure that the not-so-white 

that would be at the bottom was garri, a.k.a garrium sulphate, the holy grail of boarding house 

students. The different ways of taking garri that we had devised in school would have made 

our parents shudder, if they knew. There was Ebange, a medley of geisha, red oil and dried 

pepper. Ebansa was when geisha was substituted for sardine. It was called kouskous, if one 

couldn‘t afford Geisha or Sardine. But the ultimate testament to suffering was when you did 

‗soak and travel‘. This was when after saying a multiplication prayer like Jesus did over seven 

loaves of bread and two fishes, you soaked a handful of garri in the large food flask that had 

been used to bring you fried rice and chicken on visiting day.. Throughout the two hour 

duration of night prep, you would pray fervently that a hungrier person wouldn‘t discover the 

food flask properly covered and tucked away under you bed. After night prayers, you would 

hurry back to your food flask and Voila! The garri would overpower the water and increase 

about tenfold or more. Add more water and sugar—if you still have some—to taste. The 

downside of ‗soak and travel‘ was that, the garri would lose its crispness and taste like soggy 

Golden Morn. But no complaints; you were happy for something extra to augment the dining 

room fare whose quality was inversely proportional to the period of time already spent in 

school.  

On top of Senior Ifeoma‘s garri was the off-white color of milk from on top of which 

sugar crystals caught the light and winked at me. Groundnut seeds were the ‗dried fruit‘ of this 

cake. The whole thing, this ‗Ferrari‘ of ‗garris‘ in this time of poverty rubbed salt on my 

wound.  

Senior Ifeoma tipped the contents of my jerry can into her bowl without a care. She tipped 

it with the familiarity of one who had done it countless times before. She tipped it like it was 

her God given right. Her angry shout was interrupted by our snickers which had unwittingly 

risen a few decibels. We had momentarily forgotten the danger of being caught and had 

laughed a little louder than intended. Looks don‘t set people ablaze or charred remains woul d 

have been all that our classmates would have found by the window. The others ducked; I did 

too, but not quickly enough. 
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‗Doose, come here right now!‘ she thundered. 

I took the long route into the hostel, muttering ‗she cannot kill me, she cannot kill me‘ . It 

worked like a talisman. I stood before Senior Ifeoma defiantly. She pulled my ear and twisted 

it like we did the knob of our old Gold Star television when searching for channels. She would 

have slapped me, if slapping a junior student wasn‘t an offence punishable by a two-week 

suspension. Her ruined bowl of ‗rich‘ garri was beside me, soap bubbles displaying rainbow 

colours before lazily bursting. I hid a smirk and turned to wink at my comrades-in-mischief. 

They looked crestfallen but I tried to reassure them.  

Senior Ifeoma pulled me by my ear to the back of the hostel and marked out a large 

portion of grass for me to clear. Of course I was thrilled, anything to skip siesta was welcome. 

Chioma, Small Uzo and Tall Uzo waited for her to sail into the hostel on the strength of her 

fumes before appearing at my side with cutlasses. We collapsed in a heap of laughter. Our plan 

had worked flawlessly. 

Every night, between night prayers and lights out, when some seniors were already in bed, 

we would queue at the tap to get water.  We would jostle before the tap which knew only two 

speeds; slow and trickle. The going was usually slow and tedious, not so much because of the 

slow running tap, but because most of us would be laden with water containers belonging to 

the almighty seniors. Every day, before we got back from classes, or lunch or prep, the same 

seniors we had filled their water containers previously, would empty ours. It was painful 

because carrying your container out to fetch water in the afternoon was a blatant invitation to 

the senior students to use you as a workhorse. 

Someone would suddenly remember that they had clothes to wash; ‗since you‘re going to the 

tap, help me wash these clothes‘. Another person suddenly needed water as a matter of life and 

death; 'help me fill this jerry can quickly and bring it before you fill yours‘. We had had 

enough and last night, we had concocted a sweet plan for revenge. This morning, Tall Uzo 

had switched her water jerry can with its look-alike containing kerosene. Small Uzo, Chioma 

and I, on the other hand, filled our jerry cans with the specially brewed soapy water we got 

after mopping the floors of St Chuwonka hall. My jerry can had belled the cat.  
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|YOU WILL FIND OUT SOON ENOUGH| 
 

Tochi Nicole BROWN 

 

 

 

T WAS a quick and brutal change. Saraya could not believe how quickly things had gotten 

worse since her father left for England. For a week, it was all love and sunshine as her 

mother helped pack for his long sea trip. Saraya and her sisters hung around their par ents‘ 

room, too shy to ask questions, yet too curious to leave. Her mother kept shooing them away, 

but her father - their Baba - drew them close and gave each of his girls a peck on the head. 

‗Be good and make sure you obey your mother, do you hear me?‘ 

‗Yes, Baba!‘ they chorused in unison. 

Soon enough, a government car with a government driver came to take her father to Lagos, 

where he was to board the steamer for England. Her mother, swathed in her hijab, shed silent 

tears. The girls clung to their mother‘s thighs, wailing inconsolably. Even Baba had tears in his 

eyes, as he reminded his wife - their mother - to remember his precise instructions concerning 

the girls. Do not take them to my village. Do not take them to your village. Do not let anything happen to 

my daughters. They must continue going to school, no matter what anyone says.  Her mother nodded, 

still mute. 

The cloud of dust behind the departing vehicle had hardly settled when Saraya‘s mother 

changed before their very eyes. She tore the girls away from her and ordered them into their 

shared bedroom. She must be angry because Baba has gone, Saraya reasoned to herself. Their 

mother locked the door behind them. The girls did not worry, after all, were they not home? 

Was their mother not protecting them as Baba had wanted? 

Saraya knew that something was not quite right when it started getting dark and they were 

still locked up in the room. Her younger sisters were fast asleep on a raffia mat on the floor, 

tired after all of the day‘s excitement and from playing with their cloth dolls. Saraya anxiously 

peered through the keyhole. Why is the house so quiet? Where is our mother? Have they forgotten us 

here? 

Night fell, and still no sight or sound of anyone. Saraya became afraid. She banged on the 

bedroom door, calling for her mother. No answer. She started crying. Still, no answer. They 

were going to die here for sure. Something must have happened to her mother. Maybe she 

decided to leave them behind and join Baba. She crimpled to the floor, wailing in earnest. Her 

sisters slept on. 

Suddenly, Saraya heard voices at the door. A key turned in the lock. She leaped up from 

the floor and ran to the door. It opened, revealing the face of her mother illuminated by the 

light of a kerosene lantern. Her mother looked quite angry as she strode into the room. 

Behind her stood two other women, their faces partially covered with their hijabs. Their dark-

rimmed eyes watched Saraya as she staggered back in confusion and relief.  

‗What are you screaming for?‘ demanded her mother. 

Saraya stammered, ‗I was afraid. I thought you were not coming back. Mother, when is 

Baba coming back?‘ 

‗Shut up! You will find out soon enough!‘ 

I 
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Her mother quickly motioned for the women to come into the room. They did so, almost 

soundlessly. Saraya‘s mother closed and locked the door. One of them carried a dark leather 

bag. Its contents made a rattling sound. Fear gripped Saraya as her eyes widened with 

incomprehension. What is happening? Who are these women? Her sisters did not stir from their 

slumber. The women carrying the bag used her foot to move the sleeping girls off the mat 

onto the bare cement floor, as if they were some garbage. Still, they slept. The women sat on 

the recently vacated mat and the contents of the leather bag were unceremonious ly dumped 

between them. 

Saraya looked at the collection of items. An assortment of knives and razor. Some rags. A 

ball of Shea butter, like the one her mother smeared all over her and her sisters twice a day 

after bathing. Some coils of rope. What are they going to do with all of these things? She wondered. 

If they try to attack my mother or my sisters, I will scratch and bite them,  she resolved. I will protect them 

and I will tell Baba when he comes home. 

One of the women murmured something to Saraya‘s mother and pointed at Saraya. Her 

mother nodded in silence. The other woman asked for a bowl of water. Glancing fiercely at 

her daughter, her mother left the room to get the requested item, carefully locking the door 

behind her like before. Saraya felt a dash of courage with her angry mother gone. 

‗Why do you have those knives?‘ 

Neither woman looked at her. 

Saraya spoke a little louder. ‗Why do you women have those knives? I will tell my Baba!‘ 

One of them looked directly at Saraya with her dark penetrating eyes. ‗Shut up! You will 

find out soon enough!‘ 

Saraya cowered into a corner. Find out what? 

Her mother returned with the bowl of water, locking the door behind her as usual. 

Handing over the water to the woman who had requested it, Saraya‘s mother asked them, 

‗Anything else? We must be quick. The sun must not meet us here.‘  

The women nodded in assent. Removing their headdresses, they performed ablutions with 

the water. When both were done, the woman who had spoken to Saraya spoke to her mother. 

‗Let us begin. Prepare her.‘ 

Saraya‘s mother took a rag and held it out to the girl.  

‗Put this in your mouth!‘ she commanded. 

‗Why? Who are these women?‘ 

Her mother slapped her without warning. She held out the rag again.  

‗Shut up! You will find out soon enough! Put this in your mouth now!‘ 

With tears streaming down her eyes, Saraya obeyed, cramming the cloth completely into 

her small mouth. Her mother then tied another strip of cloth over her mouth, knotting it 

tightly at the back of her head. Without warning, she grabbed Saraya and forced her to sit 

between her legs. Saraya started struggling. Her mother beat her into submission. The two 

women watched, one of them exclaimed, 

‗Heavens, just look at that! We are almost too late!‘  

Soon enough, Saraya‘s mother had her subdued. One of the women tied the sobbing girl‘s 

hands behind her back. Her mother put her right leg over the girl‘s right, and her left over the 

girl‘s left leg. Next, she drew her own feet inward then outward, thereby spreading Saraya‘s 

legs apart. One woman started chanting verses from their ancient culture, in a monotone.  

The woman who had spoken to Saraya earlier, approached, a small knife in hand. The 

woman‘s eyes were focused between the girl‘s spread-eagled legs. Saraya‘s started struggling 

again, her muted screams dying in her throat. Her mother joined the chanting. Her sisters 

slept on. 
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~ ~

 

E FE MUA Y E  E najite Mary 

 

 

 

‗MAMA, SEE burial people are passing.‘ 

There was white everywhere; white ambulance, white hand fans, white wrappers, white 

singlets, white powder on the faces of the old women. The sakpogodo were dressed in white 

too, except for the red strips of cloth tied around their wrists to mark them as the fourth 

generation of the man who died.  The ambulance was open; white casket inside. I wondered if 

the dead man would be white. If death had changed his skin colour from the dark brown in 

the framed pictures being carried at different points of the procession. I imagined the noise 

and it was white, a jumble of sounds from the three bands singing different songs, their outfits 

mixes of gold and orange, each set trying to outdo the other. 

‗Mama,‘ I called, ‗come and see now, they‘ll soon finish passing o. Don‘t you want to see?‘  

‘Wetin? Una want mek I die?’ 

‗Not at all Mama!‘ Tivere, my brother, who had first called attention to the procession, 

was quick to reassure her. We didn‘t want her dead. She was our only living grandparent.  

Mama was sick. Dr. Ufuoma, her nephew, was treating her for diabetes. It was serious, 

Mummy had said. She had quickly added that everything was under control. We prayed for 

her every night; five decades of the rosary for quick recovery, one Psalm to ask for forgiveness 

of her sins, another to pray for protection, and another to bury her enemies in the grave the y 

may have prepared for her. I knew the Psalms by heart. I said them sometimes in school when 

we had a free period.  

* * * 

Uncle Benjamin was the richest of all of Mama‘s children. He worked for a construction 

company as Head of one department or other. He lived in a duplex in a compound containing 

two other one storey houses of four flats that he rented out. Like every Urhobo man I knew, 

my uncle had children from more than one woman; four women in his case. Unlike some 

Urhobo men though, all the children lived with him. His wife, Aunty Ejovwo, bride price 

paid, was the only woman in the house and her three children lorded over the other five by 

the other women. There were several other relations living with him too, cousins and second 

cousins and third cousins sometimes. Despite my mum‘s misgivings, Tivere and I went to visit 

them almost every weekend. They had a big television and a video cassette player in the living 

room and we would spend every minute we could spare from the chores my aunt conjured 

from thin air in front of it, watching everything from Brenda Fassie‘s music videos to Tom 

and Jerry cartoons. Maybe our visits had something to do with the fact that my uncle was very 

generous with transport fare when it was time to return home. Even though we never talked 

about it, Uncle‘s house was better than ours.  

We lived in a room behind a shop where my mum sold toys, gift items, children‘s clothes 

and umbrellas. In the morning we had our bath on the pavement in the backyard because the 

bathroom was stuffed full of shit after the toilet pipe burst and nobody cared because they 

didn‘t live there. We cooked our meals on a kerosene stove placed on a table that also served as 
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ironing board on days when my brother felt too embarrassed to go to any of his frie nds‘ house 

to iron our school uniforms. We had only one each even though school regulations said we 

ought to have two.   

It used to be just the three of us—Mummy, Tivere and I—till Mama fell sick and she was 

brought to stay with us. Mama ate only starch and banga soup or ohwo eri. I overhead Uncle 

scolding my mum once for giving her what she wanted instead of the unripe plantain and 

beans boiled without oil, as the doctor ordered. When Mama died eventually, I wondered if 

she would have lived longer if Mummy had given her more tasteless food.  

We went to the village for the burial. Only my uncle‘s daughter, the first grandchild, had a 

white George wrapper tied over her chest. The black and white posters proclaimed Mama to 

be seventy-five instead of the sixty-six I knew her to be. Mummy later explained that it was 

because my uncle didn‘t want his friends to think his mother didn‘t live to a ripe old age. It 

didn‘t make sense to me. At my age of six, sixty-six was old to me but I didn‘t get a say.  The 

burial lasted for three days and I counted each day by the number of bumps from sand-fly 

bites I had each morning. The village children didn‘t seem bothered by it at all. Tivere said it 

was because their skins were used to the bites.  

There was plenty of food. Mama had been very popular and every member of the family 

travelled back to the village. There were drinks too, the locally brewed ogogoro in gallons for 

the village men and beer for the Lagos people. I always shared a bottle of Coke with Tivere 

because my mum said I wasn‘t old enough to finish one bottle by myself. The sharing was 

done very carefully. The person with the bottle got a little less than the one with the cup. For 

some reason known only to him, Tivere always chose the bottle. Maybe he thought if he  did it 

often enough I‘d start challenging him for it.  

We were in the process of this exercise on the second day of the burial when we heard a 

loud crash from the direction of the living room. Tivere, concentration broken, withdrew his 

tongue into his mouth and lowered the bottle.  

‗What do you mean?! I‘ve been carrying the expenses for this burial and how dare you 

open your mouth and say this nonsense? Sister will be buried in the new house and that‘s 

final!‘ 

‗Nobody is taking my mother anywhere. She wanted to be buried in her husband‘s house.‘ 

‗Kess, r’ ugbunu vwe! You see it? Kess now has the audacity to talk back at me? I don‘t 

blame you, I don‘t blame…‘ 

Tivere and I had made a beeline for the living room when we heard our mother‘s voice. 

We stood by the door and Tivere shifted a curtain. Mummy was standing, arms wrapped 

around herself, Uncle Benjamin and her other relations were on the opposite side of the 

room.  We watched now as our uncle cut himself mid-sentence and took several deep breaths. 

‗Brother mi, this is not a matter for shouting. Sister told me before she died that she was to 

be buried right here.‘ 

Tivere and I had never understood the way Mummy‘s family had of calling their mother 

‗sister‘. The day I tried it with my mum, she slapped me so hard I had problems with words 

beginning with ‗S‘ for a week. 

 ‗Remind us, Kess. Remind us that she stayed with you. You forget it is a privilege to care 

for your parents, you forget . . .‘ 

‗If it was such a privilege, why didn‘t you take Mama to stay with  you?‘ 

I was so interested in the quarrel; it took a few seconds to realize it was Tivere‘s voice I 

had heard. It took the old people twice as much time as me because I looked around the room 

once before everyone started talking at the same time. Their words clashed into each other, my 

uncle‘s the loudest, saying something about how our mother was teaching her children to 
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insult him. I looked at my mother and our eyes met, and I knew that Tivere would not be 

punished for interrupting Uncle Benjamin. 
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~ THE MAN WHO MOVES ~ 

 

Gabriel AGE MA  

 
 

 

HIS MORNING James took his time thoroughly in front of the mirror placed at the 

back of the door of his room. He put his red tie excellently like he had learnt in the 

video. On a navy blue suit and trousers with light blue shirt, he decided he had made 

a statement and everyone from the front of his house to his office would take note of ―the man 

who moves.‖ 

He goes to the table in the kitchen and sets his food down to eat. He made sure it was 

cereals with milk and sugar so he does not have to stain his cloth.  James swears that by the 

time he is done today, people‘s heads would move. He eats and then leaves to stop a taxi. On 

his way, down the street to where he could get a taxi; he starts to feel something is wrong. 

After eating, he had gone to the toilet and came out, so what else could be wrong?  

Anyway, he does notice people looking at him…some with eyes bulging, most especially 

the ladies. Bulge your eyes out, he says in his ears; you have never seen me kill like Jam es 

Bond in a party at night. He wasn‘t friendly with the neighbors so they only wave and he 

waves back, says some good mornings too. 

He stops a taxi, enters, hoping for the taxi driver to turn around and look at what he wears 

or how good he looks. Nothing. Unserious driver he thinks. Drops and pays the demanded 

fair as said by the driver who seemed more concerned with the cleaning of the inside and 

outside glasses of taxi. 

He enters the building and every lady coming ahead of him, have their eyes away from 

him. Some keep the stares, start adjusting their shirts and walk away quickly. James, James, 

you just are too handsome for your skins. He laughs and then…  

‗James, can I have a minute with you?‘ Finally, his female colleague who has been secretly 

admiring him now would tell him the truth.  

‗James.‘ 

‗Yes, dear.‘ 

‗I like your outfit.‘ 

‗Wow, thanks…‘ 

‗You ate cornflakes with milk this morning right?‘ 

‗Yes, how did you know?‘ 

‗That‘s what you bought yesterday evening and brought to the office before leaving…‘ 

‗Okay, I bought that but still how did you notice that…‘ 

His colleague becomes uneasy and decides to tell him what she really has in mind.  

‗James…‘ 

‗I know, I know…‘ 

‗No, you don‘t know anything; you don‘t need a mirror to notice…‘ 

James interjected ‗That I poured milk and cornflakes on my clothes instead of rice and 

stew?‘ 

T 
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‗James, I wish…please try and fix or put your zip properly, no one wants to know if you 

wear sponge bob under pants!‘ with this, his colleague, walks out shoulder high; at least she 

has done what his friends couldn‘t do instead of laughing behind him.  
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~ Rebound ~ 

 

Damore A LLI 

 

 

 

NIGHT WAS falling. I was a little more collected in thoughts and actions now. He had grown 

a little taller and even more handsome, I acknowledged as he sat across from me on a sofa in 

the sitting room. Still, his face held no expression but I could care less, at least my own anger 

had dissipated a little. I didn't even bother about offering him anything, that'd be me being too 

nice. 

‗I'm sorry,‘ he finally said. 

‗It's a little pointless now, don't you see?‘ 

‗I don't see anything. You are not married yet.‘ 

‗I'm as good as being married boo, I'm engaged already.‘  

‗But you don't love him.‘ 

‗How would you know? You don't even know what love is!‘ I snorted.  

‗See, I am sorry okay? I love you. I have loved you since the first time we met.‘  

It was the last thing I wanted to hear; ‗Why are you here, Mensah?‘  

‗To ask you to…‘ 

‗Be your girlfriend?‘ I laughed without meaning to. I was angry but I just couldn't help the 

laughter. ‗You take a year to finally decide I'll make a good girlfriend, maybe you'll then be 

needing 4 more years to finally decide I'll make a good wife or not but sorry darling, I don't 

have that kind of time to spare.‘ 

He had a ring in his finger. I only just realised because he was awfully silent and staring at 

me intently like he was expecting a response to a question he just asked. I smiled in my head. 

He wouldn't kneel, or perform all of those ceremonious proposal rituals other people busied 

themselves with. He just sat there with so much confidence and aura, certain that I had no 

choice but to jump into his arms and kiss those enticing lips of his. I turned my head away 

from him. He had to be joking! 

‗Marry me, Ayo. Marry me and put us out of this misery.‘  

'I...' There was a knock on the door. I was thankful for it because I wasn't sure how to 

respond yet. I went to see who it was. It was Bello. 

‗Thank goodness you are fine!' He said excitedly as he took me in his arms. 'You scared me 

love. Your phone was switched off, and you didn't answer my calls earlier.‖ 

I just stood there like a log of wood- not welcoming him into the house and not ushering 

him out. I let fate decide what would be. Eventually, his eyes caught Mensah's who had 

obviously been watching the scene with mock interest from the beginning. He stuttered now, 

releasing me from his embrace, willing me to explain what a full grown man was doing sitting 

on my sofa at some minutes past 7pm. 
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** 

About a year ago. 

I met Peter Mensah through a friend at our final year dinner. He is a tall, black attractive 

hunk of a man, with tiny eyes, and distinct dimples that gives him an undeniably appealing 

look. A Mensah by all standards; I fell for him instantly. My friend, Tope Ojo, had always 

promised to hook me up with one of her many rich boyfriends because she hated to see a 

beautiful girl like myself single at 23. True to her word, she introduced me to Mensah as my 

arranged date at the dinner and we got chatting. He made good company and I had begun 

thinking maybe, just maybe, he could be the next big thing until I found out he was running 

his Master‘s degree program in the UK and had only just come into the country for a quick 

visit. Long distance relationship? No way! Quickly, I put the thought out of my head  and 

enjoyed the evening as it came. After he travelled, we kept chatting via BBM and he would call 

me every now and then despite the costly charge. It warmed my heart. In months, we had built 

an enviable virtual relationship which even couples that saw each other daily could not boast 

of. We would chat every day. He knew everything going on with me, same with me about him. 

We were both single and we were aware of the fact but we never broached the topic of being in 

a relationship. I was thankful for it really because much as I would have loved to date him, I 

never wanted to do the long- distance thing. So I fixed him in the best friend zone, without 

letting him know. I made my head register the fact too. And it obliged. Service year was going 

well, and I was growing older by the months, and there was my mind teasing me about being a 

lonely old soul, so that when Tope Bello came up on the radar, I gladly welcomed the 

distraction. It was a coincidental meeting at the Banking hall on that Thursday, my CDS day. I 

think my Khaki attracted the fine black thing to me, before he noticed my smallness. So the 

question flew right out of his mouth before he could even censor it 'How old are you?' I 

laughed in my head. No, I couldn't be angry. I was used to the question already.  

'10' I responded with an unsmiling face but hell yeah, that was just a facade! He burst out 

in laughter on realising how silly his question must have sounded.  

'I'm sorry' he finally said. And then I responded with a smile, my first smile that day and 

the very thing that undid him. He walked me to my home. His company was enjoyable but I 

didn't want to entertain any thoughts or hopes of seeing him again so I declined when he 

asked us to fix a formal date. He was shocked. I guess he had never been turned down in his 

entire life. What sensible girl would anyway? The way his face fell made him look even all the 

more gorgeous but if I let anything with him, it was going to be pure rebound for I knew my 

heart was with Mensah even against my will. I loved him.  

To my surprise, weeks after, on one Saturday afternoon, Bello visited. I had forgotten 

about him already because I didn't expect that he'd check back. He made me go out with him 

on a lunch date. His 'plea-face' was so damn irresistible. He had a charming personality. And 

he was smart in thought and style. 

‗Why are you single?‘ This time the question flew out my mouth before I could censor it. 

He gave a short laugh.  

‗Did I mention that I was single?‘ he asked. 

‗Is she that boring then? Or am I just your idea of passing time?‘ 

‗Ah. You want to put me in that corner you girls love to put guys, abi?‘ He laughed again. 

His laugh was contagious but not ticklish like Men... Don't go there, my mind cautioned. I 

dismissed my thoughts and focused on him again, harder this time. There had to be something 

about him that would beat Mensah‘s charm. And there I found it; his eyes. They were 

surprisingly grey. How did I never notice it?  
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‗I like you.‘ And here was someone who would tell you his feelings even when they  were 

so obvious. Mensah would... Don't go there! My mind warned again. 

I smiled. ‗Thank you.‘ 

‗It wasn't a compliment.‘ I laughed, and this time it came from my heart.  

‗A proper gentleman would say 'you're welcome'. What village are you from again?‘  

We both laughed.  

Lunch was great and I found myself looking forward to seeing him again. I told Mensah 

about it though over a chat later that evening. He seemed like someone squealing in delight as 

he replied with about a dozen BBM 'dancing' smileys. I think for a minute I felt hurt. Hurt 

that maybe it was just me feeling the 'whats' and 'what-nots' all this time, imagining what was 

and what wasn't. 

But I dismissed the feeling almost as quickly as they came when Bello's message popped 

from below Mensah's chat page. Quickly I navigated to his chat page and we had a wholesome 

chat. It was enjoyable. I was so engrossed I became oblivious of Mensah's chats or maybe it 

was my way of punishing him for being excited at the news. With time, things balanced out. I 

gave Bello a chance and I was almost sure I would not regret it. We had gone four months 

down and it had begun to look like marriage as both our families knew we were an item 

already and they were fine with it. Service year was over, and I had been working at my dad's 

law firm for 3 months, which would mark a year of being together with Bello when I received 

a call one unsuspecting afternoon from Mensah. We were still friends but the chats had 

reduced considerably over time.  

‗Hey!‘ I called out. 

‗Hey. So when should I visit? If you won't visit, I won't mind visiting.‘  

‗What? You lost me there.‘ 

‗I'm back to Nigeria.‘ 

‗Whoa. Since when? You didn't mention na. How was I supposed to know?‘  

‗Ha. Well, since you started dissing my chats since you found a new love, how really were 

you supposed to know?‘ 

Then it clicked! All those chats I had ended even before reading because it seemed like he 

was catching feelings long after I had moved on with my life. 

‗Errm. Guess we'll see soonish dear. By the way, welcome back! Sure you had a smooth 

flight. Stay away from unnecessary contacts o. Remember you're in Lagos and Ebola is very 

real!‘ I said on a lighter note. 

He laughed a little. It tickled my ears. 

'Let's talk later dear. Work calls.' I lied. I needed to get off this phone before he used his 

winchi winchi to get me feeling those feelings again. 

We didn't speak again for a while and I was fine with it. Tope had proposed the weekend 

after Mensah's call at a family dinner, and the question almost made me choke. I wasn't sure  if 

I was ready, worse still, I wasn't sure if I was still in love with Mensah or if I had totally given 

in to him. If he hadn't decided to make such a grand act with the proposal, I would have 

pleaded with him to let us give 'us' more time. But here, in the presence of sisters, brothers, 

cousins and nephews, it was impossible to say no. It would hurt him, torment him, embarrass 

him, and what's more, there'll be too many questions to answer because everyone thought it 

the best thing they had heard all day. I forced a smile to my lips before the teardrop that teased 

my eye found its way out. I stretched my fingers forward and nodded. I couldn't trust my 

words not to fail me. Everyone squealed in delight. It made me all the more nauseous. If only 

they knew what turmoil my heart was in. What had started as a mere rebound had now got so 
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big, it threatened to swallow me up. He hugged me now, and then I couldn't help the flowing 

tears. I was sure they all thought it had everything to do with joy. If only they knew.   

The next days did little more to help my plight. I needed to bare my thoughts to someone, 

but who? Who would understand? The only person I ever felt so free to discuss things with 

was Mensah, and now that he was the centre of this turmoil, he was the las t person I wanted to 

talk to about it. And I felt even worse that Bello had been left out of the true picture from the 

very beginning. He never knew about Mensah or my feelings for him. I just thought being 

with him would erase what I felt for Mensah because they were almost unfounded. For the 

love of God, I thought there was the saying 'out of sight, out of mind'. And there's the one that 

says 'absence makes the heart grow fonder' my head responded. I was crying now. I was 

confused. My phone had rung like a dozen times but I refused to pick it up because I was sure 

it was Bello and I wasn't sure I wanted to speak with him just yet either. When the sound 

wouldn't let me rest as the caller seemed irritatingly persistent, I grabbed the phone with all 

the anger in me and picked the call ready to unleash my anger on Bello for not giving me space 

to be but then his voice came through before I got the chance to speak.  

‗Finally she answers my call.‘ It was Mensah. 

Words stuck in my throat. 

‗Hey, are you there?‘ he called out again. I burst into even more tears as I disconnected the 

call and switched my phone off. An hour later, there was a knock on my door. It stirred me 

from my sleep. I waited it out but it wouldn't stop. I dragged my lazy self from the bed, 

carrying my heavy head in my hand as I made to the door. It was Mensah. The anger returned. 

I opened the door to unleash it on him since he insisted he wanted a piece of it. I couldn't run 

away from my problems any longer, maybe it was time to face them.  

‗He…‘ 

I held my hand up to hush him. ‗What do you want from me? I won't reply your chats, and 

won't return your calls, should that not be enough? Clue that I don't want to have anything to 

do with you anymore? I spent months falling for you thinking you felt same way about me, 

but you never made a move or hinted at your love for me… And then I told you I had met 

someone and you went on dancing like a mad man whose body had been set on fire, still no 

clue… Some days after, you then start on and on about how you think you love me and can't 

get me out of your head, when I've decided to move on with my life. What kind of game is 

that? Now, you're back from the UK and you are all over me again? Don't you get it? I can't 

breathe with you all over my face like this? And 'm getting married to the love of my life soon, 

so you had better get on with your life too.‘ 

Now I paused. His face was calm; too calm it made my face flush. He is just a cute bastard, 

I thought! I marched back into my house and slammed the door in his face. I went into my 

room and resumed my tears. These days will pass I told myself as I willed myself to just 

breathe.  

In… 

Out… 

In..  

Out.. 

The knock came again. After a while, I calmed myself and went to see who it was. It was 

still Mensah. And that was when I opened the door to let him in. 

** 

 

Finally, I summoned up some courage and pulled him into the house to have a seat. I went to 

the kitchen where I had about 10 glasses of water as if I meant to drown my thoughts in it 
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before making out to the sitting room again to make the most difficult speech of my life. To 

worsen things, my head was blank. I had successfully drowned it in water, I guess. The stark 

quiet that welcomed me weakened my knees, I don't know how it is that I made it to the 

remaining unoccupied seat in the room. 

‗So?‘ Bello finally broke the ice. ‗What's going on Ayomide?‘ He hadn't called my name in 

full in a long time. It was obvious he was dying of curiosity. I looked from one man to the 

other, both of them stared at me keenly, and it broke my heart that someone would go home 

hurt tonight.  

‗Mensah meet Tope Bello, Tope meet Peter Mensah.‘ I let out as a preamble, hoping 

they'd ease the look on their faces a little at least, but nothing! What were you expecting 

anyway? My mind questioned. That they'd stand up to hug each other with a warm pat on the 

back? Think again! 

'Tope, I never mentioned Mensah to you but he's the reason why it took me so long to 

accept having a relationship with you. The only thing that stopped me from being with him 

was the fact that he wasn't in Nigeria at the time...‘ I dared to look at him but he had long 

shifted his gaze. His perfection was flawed by distinct anger mixed with another emotion I 

couldn't place. ‗... I took some time to think today and it was in the m iddle of that thought that 

Mensah came in thankfully. We had never really talked about our feelings or being in a 

relationship like we did today and I was glad we talked because it helped me realise some 

things. It helped me heal. It helped me decide. I think it took my seeing him again to realise 

that all that remains of the love I once harboured for him is irritation at the fact that he let my 

feelings stretch so much, and let them fall right back in place without as much as a flinch. 

Peter Mensah, I'm sorry but like I said earlier, it's a little too late to come at me with these 

feelings. I am engaged to this grey eyed man here, and I am afraid he's the one I want to spend 

the rest of my life with.‘ I almost added the 'let's remain good friends' line but I didn't dare. 

The night eventually did end, and I was glad to be finally rid of those feelings that tied me 

down all this time and free to love Bello without feeling like I was hiding the best part of my 

life from him. Later that night, he held me in his arms so tight afraid to let me go lest I 

changed my mind about wanting to be with him. I smiled into his brilliant face and pulled his 

head down to mine for a kiss. He kissed me slowly, as if meaning to discover me all over again 

for the first time. And then, he lifted me into his arms and carried me to the room where we 

lay side by side with my head on his chest, his heartbeat, my lullaby.  
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|WOVEN BEYOND| 
 

Idoko Myles OJA BO 

 

 

 

he man‘s movement on the stairs leading to the door of the flat was slow but loud. The 

screeching opening of the door made it even worse. Both ladies of the house, a black 

woman and a white woman, had to run into the kitchen, locking it from the inside. 

They could still hear his feet moving across the living room and toward the k itchen to the 

torture of their ears. 

The women shook, clinging to each other as the man‘s fists came hard against the kitchen 

door. They crept underneath the sink‘s basement. The white woman had tears dripping against 

the floor. 

Both women, in the last couple of months, had to put up with the fame and reputation 

that surrounded them. They knew this would come soon. It was only three weeks ago that 

they had managed to fully sponsor an orphan in her first year in a university. An eye for an 

eye, people say. But the women hadn‘t hurt anyone. Hadn‘t abused anyone. They were used to 

shutting their ears against the voices that said they were destined for hell. They were used to 

smiling at the people who saw them as demons. 

‗My dream is to see her become independent in life,‘ the white woman had replied, two 

months back when the police had paid a visit. ‗I didn‘t leave England for Nigeria to turn girls 

to lesbians.‘  

‗We are just doing our part to maintain law and order. It‘s good that we have heard your 

say on this. I will convey your message to the worried relatives of the girl,‘ one of the 

policewomen on visit had said. 

Both women jolted. The second hit, which could have been a kick, still couldn‘t bring 

down the door but brought down the plates and tumblers on a table situated on the far end of 

the kitchen.  

A third hit was just enough to bring down the door. A shelf, a few yards away from the 

cooker, that had the cutlery, spices and beverages, crashed down. The women screamed. Their 

screams died as the man approached the basement.  

The white woman‘s eyes, wide with fear stared at the boots of the man. Legs spread apart, 

ominous and drained of colour, like a gathering cloud. The black woman kept her eyes shut, 

shivering. 

The man‘s fists reached out for the one whose eyes were wide open. The massive hands 

pulled her out. Pushed her against the fallen shelf, got hold of a knife and stabbed her right 

palm. She screamed. Blood splattered against his face. There was a tearing through the 

wooden board, underneath the damaged palm. He left her lifeless, half of her body, on the 

floor. 

The man stepped in front of the basement, again. The black woman was now still. Eyes 

still shut while her lips trembled.  

The man strained his ears to pick what she was saying. 

‗Now you remember the Virgin Mary?‘ he said, spitting. 

T 
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‗Please, let her live and take me instead,‘ the white woman in her lifeless state yelled, in a 

fading voice, from where her palm was pinned.  

‗I came for both of you,‘ the man replied, not looking back at the bleeding woman. His 

focus was beneath the sink. The basement. 

And he dragged the black woman out. ‗Filth,‘ he muttered.  

‗Please.... Please...‘ The black woman whispered. 

‗You bitches are full of filth, full of shit,‘ he shouted, tossing the black woman over the 

sink.  

She fell. The sink broke off the wall.  Shattering noises rang against the tiled floor.   The 

faucet had almost driven into her head. She lay motionless, her torn scalp, sticky with blood. 

Water ran over the floor, seeking to dominate more space than blood. 

The man‘s shadow was back over the white woman.  

 It was getting dark. In the past, there was the black woman and the white woman. A first 

night together. The black woman‘s eyes were looking down over the tiles. And the white 

woman‘s fingers were unlacing her gown. What could be as uninterruptable as a lover‘s 

quietness at a time of such flooding passion? 

The clock ticked loudly for the next twenty minutes. Death had met them. What was next? 

What was death? 
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|Hundred Ways to Kill Your Husband| 
 

A deola Opeyemi Salau 

 

 

 

I HAVEN‘T killed my husband yet. I have started countless times. I even have a long 

unwritten list of how to do it and get away with it, but I just couldn‘t do it. It wasn‘t love. No. 

Love died on our second anniversary. It blew away in the little air that extinguished the two 

candles on our anniversary cake. But love has never been the glue of any marriage. My parents‘ 

marriage taught me that. They probably never loved each other. Mom told me Dad was a 

friend of her brother. It was the kind of union where the woman allowed the men in her life 

to make decisions for her. But they stuck together. Thirty years of bickering, separate 

bedrooms and doors slamming, but no one ever mentioned divorce. It was a word that existed 

not in their vocabulary. When Dad finally died, Mom settled into comfortable widowhood. It 

was like a retirement, she would say. Marriage is like a service, if you are lucky, he would 

expire before you and leave dividends for you, a payment for your service. If you are un lucky, 

you will expire before him, or he will die and leave enough sorrow and debts to take over his 

side of the bed.  

Forever and after- that is what the world expects from me, from my marriage. The society 

doesn‘t want anything less. That, or I am a poor, lost widow. Widowhood is next to marriage 

on a respectable woman‘s list. You could be sixteen and a widow and yet be more respected 

than a sixty year old divorcee.  

Widowhood; it is becoming more attractive.   

I stare at my husband, lost in a peaceful sleep, his snores like the sound of a hungry lion. 

He had bought me a set of baby pink ear plugs on our first date. ‗You‘ll need it,‘  he had 

whispered into my ears that night. I had laughed until my back ached. 

Those were the good days, before marriage and babies. Marriage is the sun that melts the 

eye-catching ice-cream of love. 

My husband turns in his sleep and grudgingly opens his eyes, squinting at me s itting at the 

edge of the bed.  

‗What is it, Rhoda?‖ he asks. 

You son of a whore! You know why I’m not sleeping. Why I can’t sleep! Why I would never be able to 

sleep again, ever. 

‗Nothing,‘ I reply… 

…Except I would love very much to put a pillow over your fat face and snuff life out of you.  ‗Go back 

to sleep, I‘m just thinking of what to shoot for the magazine next Sunday.‘ 

‗Oh, you and your little hobbies,‘ he mumbles and returns to sleep, his flabby eyelids 

perching on his fat cheekbones.  

The temptation to kill him is stronger then. Ten years of my photography career and a 

weekly column about marriage for a women‘s magazine and this man I married still calls what 

I do a ‗little hobby‘. I drag myself out of bed before I would give in to the temptation to smash 

our framed wedding picture on his balding head. 

What would headlines say?  
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PICTURESQUE DEATH: PHOTOGRAPHER KILLS HUSBAND WITH WEDDING 

FRAME 

A cock crows from somewhere afar, the local alarm joining the voice of a muezzin calling 

people to prayer. I run my fingers over my million braids and got up from the bed. My spine 

rebels at the sudden movement and I curse silently. Little body pains are the bitter reminder 

that my body isn‘t what it used to be when I met and married Jide. It‘s twenty-five years now. 

I wonder whether that is why my husband has turned to younger, better looking ladies. I turn 

to the full length mirror hung on the wardrobe door and slowly let my night gown fall to my 

waist.  

There it is- Jide‘s reason for cheating. My breasts - the same breasts he had once called his 

softest pillows are now deflated balloons. They point to the floor like a defeated athlete‘s face.  

But is that reason enough? For better for worse, he had promised. Does that promise of 

worse exempt sagged breasts and a flabby stomach? 

I can taste anger and betrayal in my mouth. The anger tastes like bile - the betrayal is 

tasteless. Why don‘t men have shrivelled penises in old age, or better still, one that retires at a 

certain age? I allow myself to enjoy the thought of jumping on him while he sleeps, getting a 

good knife and shaving off his manhood. 

HORROR! WOMAN CUTS AND COOKS HUSBAND’S SCROTUM FOR HER 

DAUGHETRS TO EAT 

Slowly, as if the movement would lessen my emotional pains, I bend to retrieve my night 

gown and walk slowly out of the room. Down the passage leading to the living room, I can 

hear Norah Jones‘s Turn Me On filtering from my daughter‘s bedroom. Something is wrong 

with her, I know. Whenever she listens to this particular song and then mop around the house, 

eat half the junks in the fridge at midnights and stay permanently glued to her iPhone, I know 

that she‘s hurting. But it‘s hard to know what is wrong with her since her elder sister and 

confidant got married and moved out the previous year. She never discusses her pains with 

me. Once, they would tell me everything about them but that stopped suddenly.  

Iyiola, my first daughter got married so quick it was as if she couldn‘t endure one more 

day in the home where we raised her. Omoniyo, my second and last is so moody like she no 

longer belongs to the family and is merely staying with us. She can‘t afford anyw here else, by 

the way. On mornings like this, my aging heart longs for the lost friendship between my 

daughters and me. I often wonder when and why we stopped being close.  

Is it age, a factor that drags a child from a mother and a mother towards the grave?  

Was it when I betrayed them and let their father kick me in their presence? 

Was it when they realized I wasn‘t a fortress to protect them? Was it when they saw the 

whimpering bundle of wounds that I became after their father beat me? 

Or like their father, do they just assume my bosom is too weak and the saggy veins of my 

arms too displeasing to comfort them?   

Whatever my faults are, Norah Jones is doing my maternal job as a comforter and that 

hurts. 

I knock on her door softly. No reply. I know she isn‘t  sleeping. I knock again and then 

again. Then I get the cue: I am neither welcome nor needed. 

I go to the kitchen now. I sit and watch as the water for my coffee boils. The whistling of 

the kettle provides a sonorous beat to my disturbing thoughts. I think again of going back to 

bed and ending it. I take the bold steps back into our room - I reach for an antique candle 

holder on the nightstand. I have always thought it was a good weapon for murder. I imagine 

the headline that will accompany my action.  

FIFTY-TWO YEAR OLD GRANDMOTHER BLUDGEONS HUSBAND TO DEATH 
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I cringe at the news. Slowly, I put down the Candle holder and my murder idea.  

I put on a fading T-shirt with the inscription ‗Superwoman‘ and baggy pants and hurriedly 

stuff my Canon EOS-1D X into a backpack.  

Shoot…shoot…kill…kill. My angry mind is singing as I leave the room.  

I choose the former and hurry into the unwelcoming cold breeze of Lagos.  

I aim a shot at the woman roasting corns in a corner, I am going to do a photo series on 

female roadside sellers. Something else catches my sight, I aim at it. Click…click, I aim at the 

ugliness that lay at the other side of beauty…the unruly flood, the dirt flowing like ballet 

dancers in the blocked gutters. Lagos of ugliness and beauty, like marriages. I make a mental 

note to write an essay comparing the good and bad of the megacity to the pains and gains of 

marriage in my next column. Click click…I can‘t hear my camera clicking again. Something 

else is loud, louder than the comforting sound of my camera.   I decide to ignore the 

disturbing noises. Click…click… 

‗Strip her, strip her now… remove her yeye clothes…‘ 

I stop clicking and turn to the crowd behind me. Curiosity takes the better part of me, I 

pack my camera, secure my backpack with a lock and venture into the crowd. 

‗You will fuck this stick today,‘ someone says as I push to get to the middle of the crowd 

which grows bigger every moment. 

I see her now, sitting in the middle of the crowd. A naked woman in her forties, maybe 

younger, a split lower lip and a gashing wound on the forehead would make anyone look old. 

‗Na so den dey do. Shebi you can fuck anything, oya start fucking the stick. Ashawo !‘ That 

is from a man pushing a stick into her vagina even as she struggles to keep her legs close.  

‗What did she steal?‘ I ask the man beside me, the city operates on jungle justice and I am 

sure she has been caught stealing. 

‗No be thief o.‘ He replies in Pidgin English. ‗If na thief, we would have roasted her like 

suya since.‘ 

‗So what did she do?‘ I repeat my question impatiently. 

‗She sleeps with her pastor anytime the husband isn‘t home. Someone told the husband 

about the affair and he caught the two doing it. The pastor don run away sef.‘ 

‗So they‘ll kill her because she cheated on her husband?‘ I ask. The man looks at me as if I 

am retarded, then he ignores me and walks closer to the centre. 

I bring out my camera and proceed to take pictures. My hands are shaky.  

Click…click… and the camera won‘t click. It is just my mind, taking pictures of ugliness 

and pains. I turn my back and walk away from the crowd, the woman‘s scream and the 

bloodcurdling, happy chants of the mob following every step I take.  

 

The woman‘s scream follows me home, ringing in my head as I approach my kitchen to 

wash my hands. I don‘t know what I‘m washing away from my hands but the hands beg 

washing – from pains? Shame? Agony of another woman? 

I hear Iyi‘s voice even before I open the Kitchen door. She is the quiet one, Niyo is the 

outspoken one. Yet, neither would stop to let the other speak.  My daughters are fighting! It is 

a good thing, better than the cold nonchalance attitude they‘ve been giving each other since Iyi 

got married and moved out.   

‗You think marriage makes you an authority on my life. Go to hell, big sis!‘ Niyo fires at 

her sister. 

‗It gives me enough wisdom to know when a man continuously cheats on my kid sister I 

should encourage her to leave such man,‘ Iyi replies with the same hotness as her sister.  
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‗Oh, at least he doesn‘t beat me.‘ Niyo fires back at her sister. My hand remains on the 

carved door knob, its edgy side cutting dully into my palm, or is it the words out of Niyo‘s 

mouth lacerating my weary heart? 

‗Does he still beat her?‘ Iyi‘s voice is more of a whisper now but I read pain in it like a 

blind would read Braille. Oh, my girls! 

‗No. Not that I know of. Not since the last time before you left. ‘ Niyo‘s tone is calmer 

too. 

‗See, I told you! I know he would stop.‘ 

‗I‘m not talking about Mom!‘ Niyo‘s anger is back, her voice rising with each word. ‗He is 

beating you too, right? Your husband, he is just like daddy, isn‘t he?‘ 

I want to die! I want to die! What is Niyo saying? Iyi has been married for less than a year. 

It can‘t be!  

‗Is he?‘ Niyo repeats her question. Iyi isn‘t talking.  

I turn the knob then. I have to. ―Is he?‖ I ask too. 

‗Mom, you are back!‘ they both shout as if I just caught them stealing. 

‗Is he?‘ I ask again. 

‗Mom, it‘s nothing. It‘s just one time. He was angry. His boss made him angry at work and 

I wasn‘t helping with my whining too.‘ Iyi explains, her arms wrap lightly around her little 

baby bump. 

‗You are leaving him.‘ I say as calmly as I could manage with the torrents of emotion in my 

tummy. I make a new mental note, my hit-list just increased by one. How dare he beat my 

baby? He is dead, dead. Dead. 

―Like you left Dad?‖Niyo‘s sarcasm is like a dull knife doing an unclean job of piercing my 

heart. She never misses an opportunity to hurt me with her words. Where has my sweet little 

girl disappeared to?  

‗I‘m not leaving my husband, mom. You said it too, marriage is a duty and a wife is a bin, 

she has to have space for every dirt, every garbage. ‘ Iyi is recounting what I told her the day 

she insisted she was old enough to get married. She was twenty-one then and had just 

graduated. I had expected bigger things from her. 

‗Yes, garbage like allowing your husband to beat you in the presence of your daughters and 

two dozens of their friends.‘ Niyo spits distaste wrapped in piercing words at me. 

 ‗I‘m sorry, Niyo.‘ I say. I really am. Oh, that was when I lost her, I know now. It was 

when I lost them both. 

‗It was my birthday, mom.‘ She wipes tears sliding down her cheeks, ‗Right in front of my 

friends and those girls I know will never stop gossiping about it!‘ Niyo screams now, jabbing 

her words deeper. 

‗I‘m sorry,‘ I repeat lamely. ‗He was stronger. What could I have done?‘ I ask as a way to 

absolve myself of all faults, maybe some of the faults.  

‗You could have left, left a long time before that. You could have left after that. ‘ The 

smaller voice is from Iyi. 

‗I could have left.‘ I repeat after her. ‗I thought my staying would protect you girls. I‘m 

wrong and I‘m sorry.‘ 

‗Too little, too late.‘ Niyo‘s knife seems to have reached the core of my soul. 

‗Too little, yes, but not too late.‘ I reach for the cell phone in my pocket and dial a 

number. 

‗Hello Ma‘am. It‘s Mrs. Alabi,‘ I say into the phone, rolling the word Mrs. around my 

tongue. It tastes sour; like over-chewed bubble gum. It‘s high time I spat it out. I won‘t miss 

that title. 
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‗How long will it take you to file a divorce paper for me?‘ I hear my lawyer gasp, the girls 

too, their mouth hanging open in disbelief. ‗You know what, make that two…yes, two divorce 

papers…thanks.‘ I end the call and pocket the phone.  

My girls are crying now, different kind of tears - different from the nights their little hands 

futilely mend my split lips and bleeding face. I open my arms to them, they take their time 

walking into my opened arms, but they finally slip in, their heads resting on my breasts.  

‗So what are you writing about this week, mom?‘ Niyo asks, ‗Divorce?‘ 

‗You‘ve always preached against it, mom?‘ Iyi says. 

‗No, I‘m releasing my list of hundred ways to kill your husband. ‘ I smile mischievously. 

‗Hundred what?!‘ They ask in unison, our laughter filling up the big kitchen. 

The house eagerly absorbs our happy voices. It hasn‘t heard so much laughter in a long 

time. 
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Sibbyl WHY TE  

 

 

 

 HEAR her wary steps in the dark; a strike from her makes me hot, then she seats me and 

makes her way to a corner of this shack that is home to her and the baby, while I watch 

with fiery eyes. In the corner lies a plastic bath for children and she stoops to check on the 

baby still sleeping in it. She watches him with eyes veiled by sadness till tears gather to fa ll, 

then she sniffs, draws in a breath and stands wearily. She glances at the door like she expects a 

visitor, then makes her way to another extreme that serves as her kitchen. For dinner, she 

scrapes the pot and eats the remains of yesterday's meal.  

A knock comes, followed by two lighter raps on the zinc door and she stands to answer, 

weariness dogging her steps. Someone walks in belly first, and then I recognize him by his 

head that shines in the dim light. She locks the door, and walks to the bed while he looks at 

her backside like one lost. His lips part and he licks them as he drops the polythene bag in his 

hand by the door, and follows her. She fiddles with her wrapper till it drops down like his jaw 

does at the sight of her nakedness. He grabs her swollen breasts and jiggles them till she slaps 

his hands away, then he shoves her onto the flat, tired mattress. She goes down and doesn't 

make a noise till his lips clamp on a nipple; it is then she reacts, almost throwing him off -

balance and I can see the dribble of his saliva that lands on her neck. He says something that I 

can't hear and gets off her to remove his shorts; then he climbs, and widens her legs with his 

knee placed in between and forces his way into the hole. She doesn't scream, yet I sense her 

pain by the way she bites on her lower lip and how her eyes close momentarily; they open 

again to rest on me and for the first time tonight, I sense her self-pity. Meanwhile, he moves 

back and forth for some time and then a noise that seems like he is choking, fills the small 

room. Soon, he rolls off her and zips his shorts close.  

She speaks for the first time; ‗Oga Landlord, shey this one na the rent for the next month?‘  

‗Yes. No need to wori for dat one. I evin cari food an' moni come,‘ he goes to pick the 

polythene bag that stands gallantly by the door and offers it to her.  

As she rises to take it, a cry shatters the night's silence - it is the child's. She waves the man 

away and goes to the plastic bath to pick the howling child. Holding him close to her chest, 

she casts a pleading look at me to stay with them a little longer and I oblige. She looks steadily 

into my eye as if it holds the Wisdom of Solomon to lead her back to the right path. I look at 

her and I can see something that looks like resolve. Maybe I am imagining that glint in her 

eyes and the slight straightening of her stoop. I try to reflect what I see in her, so she can feed 

off on the inner strength only I seem to sense in her. I can't bear to leave her now; I have to go 

with her to the bathroom so I can feast properly on her body as she washes away the stink of 

meaningless sex and poverty. She stares at the money on the bed, while the baby drags on a 

breast that holds the milk she saved for him. She begins to croon and the tears that h ad earlier 

threatened, starts trickling down like my hot, waxy tears. She places the baby into his 

makeshift bed when sleep steals him away from her and then walks towards me.  

I shiver at the look in her eyes. Is she angry that I always see these weekly, shame-filled 

nights? I only want to help!   

I 
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Sadly, she looks at my white, slender wax frame and shapes her lips as if to give me a kiss, 

instead, the breeze from them makes me shiver and throws the room into darkness. She 

knocks me off my perch and gloom slinks back into the room. I know she will light me one 

more time tonight, then I will shine brighter to dispel the gloom and light her path.  
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Terzungwe INJA 

 
 

 

THE SKY was dark and starless; cool breeze blew across the town indicative of r ainfall in the 

neighbouring village. It brought a much needed relief from the scorching heat of the day just 

gone by. Once in a while the sound made by the engine of a late night traveller; or a singing 

drunk returning home and that of dogs barking in protest; or the voices of mischievous youth 

running around in gleeful pursuit of some dark purpose could be heard reverberating through 

the streets in the Agadam neighbourhood of Gboko town. 

In one house (the only one bearing a fence as high as six meters) a man and his wife slept, 

ill-at-ease, in an expansive bedroom. Their four children were all away in school and the fifth 

who stayed with them had not attained school age. This kid, quite against her father‘s will, 

slept in the next room because her mother would no longer accept otherwise. In spite of 

education and enlightenment, the man continued to believe that any child less than three 

years old should sleep in the same room with its parents; an idea vehemently opposed by his 

wife. 

The night wore on to the point where every man claims what he has conquered; so 

Ioryem, for that was the man‘s name, drew close to Mwuese his heartthrob but she put him 

off abruptly upon the reason that she was fasting and praying and ought to abstain from such 

bodily pleasures as well. 

‗No, not tonight again Mwuese, can‘t you see I‘m starving?‘ he pleaded. 

To these words she only hissed and turned her back to him. Ioryem, now angry, switched 

on the light and reaching out with his hand, shook her violently. She turned to face him w ith 

defiance leaping from her eyes. 

‗Ioryem,‘ she said firmly, ‗you ought to understand with me, the scriptures state clearly 

that I have a right to keep away from you when I am fasting.‘ 

‗Damn the Scriptures! I can‘t be kept like this for nine months. You  would better break 

that stupid fast right now!‘ 

‗Oh Ioryem, you are cursing…‘ she cautioned him.  

‗You are making me do it,‘ Ioryem cut her short. 

‗Are you not being rather selfish? Come now, between you and God, who‘s will should I 

obey?‘ 

By now Ioryem was actually snarling like a rabid dog, ‗Go to hell with your damn God…!‘ 

‗Ioryem …!‘ she screamed in horror. 

‗Let me speak, you daughter of the Devil! You have an obligation that is legal, moral and 

religious, to meet my sexual desires, because I am your husband and ….‘ 

‗That doesn‘t mean you must force me to do it, you shouldn‘t rape me…‘ 

‗Shut up or I‘ll break your head!‘ He seized a flower vase from the bedside table. Mwuese 

flinched and shut up quickly. This was reminiscent of an event five years earlie r when he 

grabbed a glass at the peak of a quarrel during dinner, an act which subsequently resulted in 

the four-inch long scar that ran along her left temple. 
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He continued, ‗I‘ve been away for nine months, and have returned to meet a fasting 

woman who has chosen the extreme ways of the Pentecostals. I have endured everything for 

three months now; add those three months to the nine I spent abroad and that makes twelve 

long months. In case you don‘t know that‘s a whole year! ‘ He stopped as if to allow the words 

to sink in, then he went on in a low but stone-hard voice, ‗But today, I want to make it clear 

that if breaking your home is all you are learning from your Pentecostal friends, you must stop 

seeing them.‘ 

Mwuese sat bolt upright now, staring at him in horror, she saw a sinner blaspheming 

openly and was instantly struck by a burning obligation to defend her God. 

‗Ioryem!‘ she heard herself yelling, ‗You need serious prayers, the Devil is using you!‘ It 

was a flat statement and having made it, Mwuese lay back, pulled the covers over herself, and 

resumed her sleep. 

Ioryem was stunned. He relaxed his grip on the flower vase and sat down, starring in utter 

disbelief at his wife. It had cost him great effort to refrain from hitting her; but he was glad he 

had not done it. She was sick, he should have known; if his wife could look at him, a devout 

Christian, an elder in his Church, a respected youth leader, and declare that he was demon-

possessed, then she was definitely in need of psychiatric care. He had married her when she 

was a moral wretch, taught her the Scriptures and led her through the reform process that 

culminated in her baptism. At the time of her baptism, he had already partaken of the Holy 

Communion for twenty years. And now, merely because she had decided to shun the Church 

and follow the new sect of the Pentecostals, his hitherto respectful, humble, and soft -spoken 

wife had turned into a tigress; and could look him in the eye and say skin-crawling things. His 

only lover since he got married twenty-four years ago could now neglect the house and 

shabbily clad, with no jewellery or any such refinements that add to a woman‘s beauty, attend 

night vigils and so many prayer meetings that for several days he would return home and meet 

nothing on the dining table. To worsen things, she would always talk-back and quote 

Scriptures to support her disgusting actions. 

These and many more thoughts ran through the forty-eight year old mind and eventually 

the exhausted man dozed off into sleep whilst still sitting on the edge of the bed with his head 

in his hands. When he woke with a start about thirty minutes later, he could swear that he had 

not as much as blinked an eye, because all along his mind had been running wildly. However, 

when he looked over his shoulder at the bed and saw it empty, it was confirmation that he had 

actually fallen asleep. Mwuese had left the bed; the door through which she had slipped was 

still ajar, swinging gently on its hinges. He got up and walked to his daughter‘s room, she too 

was not in bed. A glance at the clock on the bed stand told him it was 2:15am. When he got to 

the living room, he heard some noises in the kitchen and hurried there. Upon switching on 

the lights, he gasped at the sight. Over twenty rats had converged in the kitchen and were 

nibbling at anything they could find; from cooking ingredients left outside the cupboards to 

unwashed utensils and cutlery littered around. He spent a few minutes surveying the place 

after some of the rodents had taken to flight. He wondered what harm had befallen his wife. 

This was a woman who had detested all forms of dirt until now. Then he saw something in 

one of the plates that attracted his attention, it was a piece of paper and drawing closer he saw 

its content, a quote from the Scriptures: 

…zeal for your house consumes me, and the insults of those who insult you fall on me. When I weep 

and fast, I must endure scorn, when I put on sackcloth people make sport of me.  

Disgusted, Ioryem dropped the piece of paper as if it were an adder; and suppressing a 

curse, he walked out of the kitchen. Then he heard her, rattling (like an AK 47) in her newly 

acquired gift of tongues. The sound came from the porch and as usual she was pacing up and 
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down, he saw her through the window. She had the child bound with a wrapper to her back. 

Her hands were jerking in hard gestures, and the veins on her neck were as taut as the string 

of a drawn bow. 

He hissed resignedly and returned to the bedroom. It was now usual of her to rouse the 

neighbourhood every morning with loud prayers. But she normally did so at about 5am and 

not as early as 2am as was the case that night. 

At his office later that morning, Ioryem saw Lydia who had been relentlessly chasing after 

him since she was transferred to his office two years ago.  He had refused to go beyond the 

platonic level with her all this while because his conscience had never permitted him to 

commit any act of infidelity against his wife. But now that his wife had chosen to neglect him 

under the guise of religion, he could no longer ignore Lydia‘s advances. Lydia was single, 

younger, and somehow had now managed to look more beautiful than his wife. She had 

always been helpful to him in numerous ways. It so happened that that day she noticed his 

gloomy countenance and pestered him for an explanation all through the day. 

At closing time she suddenly opened the door and walked into his office with a broad 

charming smile and gave him an invitation to her quarters; one thing she had done quite 

persistently for all the time she had known him; and one invitation he had consistently turned 

down every time. He had deliberately avoided visiting his single female friends and colleagues 

at their homes. All his social engagements with single female friends were done in public 

places so as to leave no room for temptation. She pulled a chair and sat down looking into his 

fatigued face like a child expecting some goodies from a father who had been a way for a long 

time. 

‗You must not turn me down today, I know you need to relax and get some load off that 

chest,‘ she quipped pointing at him with well-manicured fingers. 

‗And what‘s in it for you?‘ Ioryem asked. 

‗Everything, the mere idea of having you around means a whole lot to me.‘ 

‗Okay, I‘ll see what I can do,‘ Ioryem replied, sighing loudly. 

‗Hey! You won‘t see what you can do, you will come to my place by 6pm my friend…‘ she 

smiled and winked. 

Then she rose with a chuckle, swinging her well-rounded backside in a slim-fitting knee-

length skirt that exposed straight legs and silky-smooth chocolate thighs through the back 

opening. Over that black skirt was a short-sleeved cream coloured jacket that accentuated her 

slim waist and revealed quite some cleavage in front. Ioryem watched her glide away like a 

goose; then he felt a stirring in his loins and was quickly stung by a pang of guilt when he 

remembered his wife. Yet he was angry, he had watched Lydia‘s backside without any feeling 

for years. But now he was surprised that it caught his attention so sharply; and that was his 

wife‘s fault! His wife had been more attractive than Lydia until now that she had thrown her 

weight into fasting and praying; until now that she had neglected her once light -

complexioned, soft, and delicate skin to degenerate; until now that she had stopped the use of 

all cosmetics and jewellery; until now that she saw him as a demonic. He only noticed the 

tears when they dropped onto the papers on his desk and ruined some figures he had carefully 

penned into a ledger; only then did it occur to him that he had been crying quiet ly for over 

five minutes. He reached into his pocket, found a handkerchief, and wiped his eyes.  

He became furious at himself for crying like a baby. This was one thing he had not done 

for in a long time; he could recall dabbing tears from his eyes at his father‘s graveside when he 

was twenty-two. After that funeral, nothing had made him shed tears until now. And his 

wife‘s misconduct was, he considered, too trivial a matter to shed tears. Having refused to 

listen to the voice of his pastor and other relations whose help he had sort to end the crisis in 
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his house, this woman deserved none of his tears. She had lost his respect and loyalty. Crying 

would make her win; because it appeared she wanted him to be miserable. At this point an 

idea came to his head, this woman deserved beating! He would give her serious and prolonged 

beating; perhaps that could snap her back to her senses. That was the only remedy for curing a 

diseased mind such as the one which had befallen his wife. He remembered the words of his 

late grandfather, himself a strict disciplinarian: 

Son, women need some beating once in a while; it sanitizes their minds. Your so-called civilized living 

deprives women of that vital medicine. That, my son, is why they have become so wild these days.  

Yes, he had not raised a finger against that woman of late; he could not really remember 

when last he showed her he was the man; perhaps that was why she had grown mentally 

deranged. Deciding to complete the work on his desk the next day, he snatched his jacket 

from the rack where it had been hung since his arrival at the office earlier that day and dashed 

out slamming the door after him. 

He met an empty house; Mwuese had gone out, certainly in violation of his order against 

attending her obnoxious Church meetings. He contemplated following her to the place and 

giving her the intended medication but dismissed the idea upon second thought; there would 

be too many people around who would rush to her rescue the moment he handed her just a 

few slaps. A few slaps would definitely be inadequate, a sort of under-dosage, what she needed 

was pro-longed beating, serious beating that would probably render her bed-ridden for some 

days where she would be able to think along with the lingering pain.  

So he sat back and waited for her to return. It was in the course of the wait that a better 

idea floated into his mind. He could beat this woman psychologically; after all it was not a 

physical affliction that had come upon her, it was a mental malady. He smiled to himself as he 

hatched the next plan of action. Jumping up with a laugh, he ran indoors and spent two whole 

hours there. 

When he finally left the house at 5:30pm in his best of three cars, the stress signs on his 

face had varnished and a cheerful light had come into his eyes. He drove very leisurely 

through the town. At Liambee Super Market along Captain Downes Road, he picked a few 

items that cost him quite dearly, prominent amongst these were, a bouquet of flowers and a 

large bottle of champagne.  

At Lydia‘s place near Bank of the North in Yandev, he met a cheerful host and a wonderful 

cook. There was chit-chat, movie-watching, and more chit-chat, then an activity including 

touching, caressing, and cuddling on the couch. There was a shout of delight when he later 

ran back to his car and returned with the bouquet of flowers and bottle of champagne. It was 

not long before the bottle of champagne lay empty on the floor. They had toasted to their 

new-found love. Much later in the night very deep moaning, mingled with cries and throe s of 

ecstasy could be heard emanating from the bedroom. This line of activity went on till dawn of 

the next day which was a Saturday. 

Ioryem returned from Lydia‘s on Sunday night and heading straight to bed, slept like a 

baby right through the night. He did not notice when his wife came back from the evening 

prayer meeting, nor when she inspected his pile of clothes heaped on the floor by the bed, nor 

when she found a half-empty pack of condoms in his pant pockets. He was also oblivious to 

her discovery of a stain of lipstick on the shirt he had worn the previous night.  

On Monday morning when she confronted him with this evidence, he simply smiled and 

said, ‗I‘m not made of wood Mwuese.‘ 

Then he seemed practically deaf to all she had said after that and went  about the house as 

if she was not there, at a point he came straight at her while she stood in the doorway as if he 

had not noticed  any obstruction whatsoever. Mwuese soon burst into tears. That day her 
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prayers went on till he was back from work. As he dressed to go out that evening, she heard 

him sarcastically whistling the Pentecostal song, ―I am married to Jesus, Satan leave me alone‖.  

From that day onward, Ioryem kept late nights, returned home drunk, and hardly spent 

any time at home again. This continued for several weeks in spite of his wife‘s fervent prayers 

to God that a change should come over him. He also refused to listen to anyone who sought 

to advise him on the matter. After two months, he only came to his house for a change of 

clothes. His children were devastated. Word was even going round that he was planning to 

marry Lydia. 

One night whilst he undressed at Lydia‘s to spend the night, a piece of paper fell from his 

shirt pocket and he found his wife‘s handwriting thereon saying, ‗The soul that sinneth, it 

shall die…for the wages of sin is death but the gift of God is eterna l life in Christ Jesus our 

Lord.‘ 

He stared at the piece of paper for a long time and burst into a wild fit of mirthless 

laughter that drove a startled Lydia to his side. She read the inscription and was disconcerted. 

‗Why are you laughing at that?‘ she asked. 

Ioryem ignored her question and continued to laugh till tears fell from his eyes. Then as 

she watched, he snatched his pen and turning the other side of the piece of paper he wrote, 

‗The soul that sins because his wife has pushed him into it shall not die, but that wife shall die 

sevenfold.‘ 

He started to fold the piece of paper but spread it out again and added, ‗That woman must 

die now.‘ 

Tucking the piece of paper into his shirt pocket, he ran out to his car with Lydia trailing 

behind in a bid to stop him from leaving, but he shrugged her off. A very horrible look had 

crept into his eyes and he leaped forward like a zombie. She was so scared when he sent the 

car running at 160km/hr that she fell back and screamed, ‗Wear your seatbelt and be careful!‘ 

But he heard none of it. It was already 1:40am and the roads were almost completely deserted. 

He darted like a bat from hell. 

Eager to reach his house quickly and hand his wife the retort to her Bible quote together 

with the long overdue beating, he took the express way that runs from Yandev through Gboko 

to Aliade. In his haste and fury, he had forgotten that the bridge near Amaco Hotel had been 

cut by erosion six months earlier and was undergoing reconstruction. By now the 

speedometer had climbed to 180km/hr; and he had already zoomed past the warning sign 

reading Road Closed. Then his headlights caught the piles of bridge construction materials by 

the roadside and it dawned on him that he was in serious trouble. He rammed his foot into 

the brake pedal with all his might; the car skidded and fell into a wild spin beyond his control. 

The car eventually hit a barricade which catapulted it into the air for a lunging summersaul t. 

Then it came down on its nose in a ditch and there was such a loud explosion that the sleeping 

village was roused instantly. 

The rescue team found the burning car and the mangled body of Ioryem which had been 

thrown off and was lying a few metres away. Surprisingly the piece of paper, though blood-

stained now, still bore its messages quite eligibly; it was found and delivered to his wife along 

with other personal effects of the deceased. 
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~ No Wine,  No Marriage ~ 

 

Joshua A GBO 

 

 

 

T WAS a cold day in November in Komi village. The cold pierced cruelly into the bone in 

the morning; and in the afternoon, the violent harmattan wind blew and raised the fine 

particles of the red-earth on people. At night, the moon shone clearly like sun-light so that 

everyone could see every object hidden in the dark. Such was the time the people of Komi set 

aside in most cases to visit their loved ones (fiancées) to have body – warming exercise at night 

after day‘s work. It is like a Valentine season for lovers. However, the Komi people do not joke 

with wine. They prefer it to many things in their culture. They say it to people in a straitlaced 

manner, ―wine is life.‖ 

Okorikoko, a fair, handsome man, full of life, had a huge hunchback and a very large 

Adam‘s apple. His oblong head is naturally situated on his thin neck with a broad chest like 

the anvil of the gods. And his ―dried-tooth-pick‖ legs could easily attract human pity. A cripple 

he is, living at the mercy of people. He, too, could love. A cripple, too, could love - even a 

beggar does. Every natural human being does love. It is a commandment in the lives of Komi 

people to love. Okorikoko, the cripple, harps on this to love and to marry so as to fulfil the 

commandment of Komi tradition. But he lacks the courage because of his deformity, an 

emblem of self-pity. 

‗Hmm! When would I have the courage to marry a woman of my heart?‘ He sighed deeply.  

In the neighbourhood was a beautiful young lady who was in her 20s. She was equally fair 

in complexion. Her set of teeth were a marvelous work of nature, admired by everyone in the 

neighbourhood. No matter how stony your heart was not to show a flicker of love or 

admirations; you must turn to look at her each time she passed by. More loving was her 

shaking bum which was and is a typical reflection of an African woman. A man who was not 

moved by this required to be examined medically. She was too African in her entire make -up. 

Onyeche was the name. 

One day, Onyeche was passing by and the cripple beckoned on her. She drew nearer to his 

door-step.  

‗How are you?‘ asked Okorikoko. 

‗Am fine,‘ Onyeche retorted. 

‗And your parents?‘ 

‗They are all fine.‘ 

The conversation during this first encounter was casual and friendly and, the tone was 

suggestive. As for him, it was a sweet experience or rather a privilege for a beautiful young lady 

of her class to reciprocate his greeting. It was as if Christ visited him that day. His Adam‘s 

apple was scramming up and down his throat and uvular vein, too, was jerking alongside as he 

burst into a loud guffaw of laughter. 

He became bull-headed to hunt this lady or better still, to seek her hand in marriage. At 

first, it was a riot of imagination. At some other time, it went beyond wishful thinking as the 

feeling became part of his every-day experience.  

I 
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‗I would marry her,‘ he said as his eyes were transfixed on the ground. He was not 

courageous enough. The declaration of his wish wasn‘t strong and there was fear in the 

declaration visible through the transfixation of his eyes on the ground. But as man is always 

man, he climbed into his wheel-chair one evening and rode himself to see the lady and the 

parents. The visit was not to make his intention known to the lady nor the parents but to 

familiarize himself with them. He was cunning. But, his subsequent visits became suspicious. 

At one night, having gone to bed, he was still awake thinking about the Onyeche. He couldn‘t 

sleep. His eyes were darting here and there and the cold was so terrible that your hands could 

get frozen if dipped into water. 

He was feeling empty, rolling from one side of the bed to the other, and soliloquizing – 

that if he had a woman to warm his bed, he wouldn‘t have felt the way he did.  

The following day, he had to engage the lady in a private discussion. And in the discussion, 

he first made his intention known to the lady that he would like her to be his better-half. 

The neighbour as you have always been and not my husband,‖ the lady added. Sad! It was 

sad that the lady had to reply him that way. ―I am in love, madly in love with you because love 

is a feeling that sometimes it is difficult to hide. Everybody loves, the blind, the lame, the deaf, 

all men love,‖ he professed. ―If you turn my advances down, it means, I have nothing, nothing, 

nothing if I don‘t have you,‖ he muttered as he cringed his wheel-chair away in self-pity. 

He thought of giving it up completely. But an inner voice encouraged him not to. 

―Nothing is too difficult for a heart that is determined to put things right‖, said the voice. He 

picked up courage. ―I must see the end of this affair‖, he said to himself. 

Before he could go back to the would-be father-in-law, he realized that there were other 

suitors seeking the lady‘s hand in marriage. Yet, he felt he was a match, fit to contest with the 

other suitors. The lady was seriously faced with the problem of making the right choice. The 

cripple formally made his own intention known to the would-be-father-law but he seemed not 

to consent to his request. 

He wouldn‘t allow the would-be father in-law to rest. He strongly insisted on marrying 

the lady at all costs. It was like the case of rope and hen. A hen perched on a rope, the rope was 

dangling and the hen was dangling, too. The rope could not rest and the hen could not rest 

either. Something must be the solution. As this continued, the would-be-father-law had no 

choice rather than to grant the request.  

―I would give my daughter to you in marriage‖, the man declared. The cripple felt he had 

won the battle. ―But on one condition‖, he added. The cripple‘s countenance changed. But 

before he could state the condition, he used a proverb to heighten the condition. ―If you make 

a drum with fly‘s wings, you are also reminded to beat it with the proboscis of mosquitoes 

otherwise it will break.‖ 

―Therefore, the condition is, the palm-wine we are going to use on the marriage day must 

be carried on your head. If you allow anyone else to carry it for you, then, end of marriage. It 

must be you and you it must be. More to that, if you can carry the wine on your head, then, 

you will pay no bride-price,‖ he said in a happy tone. 

The cripple who thought he had almost won the battle became cold. He was terribly 

disappointed in the man because there was no way on earth he would carry the keg of wine on 

his head. His hope was dashed, completely dashed. And he went back home to live a life, a life 

no better, no worse. 
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A ndrew BULA  

 

 

 

THAT MORNING a young bespectacled doctor walked into the Intensive Care Unit where 

Gwaza was certain to be. And there—he was seated on a springy hospital bed with his eyes 

jealously fixed on his ailing son. 

‗Oga dokutor how e dey?‘ Gwaza, likely to be in his late fifties, inquired with all cares 

packed into those words, when doctor Adezua finished checking his patient.  

‗Baba, your pickin condition is still bad. Go look for money bring am. If I no operate am 

today as I tell you yesterday sometin fit happen‘. 

‗Ah Oga dokutor! I take God beggi you, make you oparate my pickin. Na my eye bi dis, na 

my walking stick bi dis and na my egg bi dis. If e break now, na wetin I go do for dis life.I 

beggi you dokutor.I go bringi money.‘ He pleaded as he went kneeling.  

‗Baba, don‘t kneel down for me. No bi me na management say make I no treat anybody if 

the person no pay half of the money wey dem charge am‘.  

‗Dokutor, who bi de managementi make I go beg am?‘ 

‗Baba, just go bring the money‘. Doctor Adezua impatiently answered as he walked away 

smartly to continue his daily ward rounds. ‗Who knows if he is one of them‘, he muttered to 

himself. He was thinking of the rough times SHALLOM HOSPITAL was having with 

dishonest people, perhaps like this man, who were taking advantage of its humanitarianism. 

They would bring their sick ones without money, begging for them to be treated after which 

they would pay the bills. But when that was done, all of them would abscond. ‗Who knows if 

he is one of them‘, he muttered to himself again. 

Gwaza went over to his son: ‗My pickin‘, he began, ‗make I go look for money so dat 

dokutor go treat you, enh‘. 

‗Baba I b-beg-m-make you no stay long!‘ stammered the sick. 

Gwaza nodded and left to see Chief Burbwa‘s wife, paying heed to the housemaid‘s advice 

yesterday while hoping that this time must be different. Besides, where else could he go to for 

money? 

The day Gwaza‘s son collapsed owing to appendicitis and was taken to SHALLOM 

HOSPITAL, the watchman had called at Chief Burbwa‘s house, as the month had ended but 

Chief Burbwa, his boss, was yet to pay him his due. 

‗Come back tomorrow,‘ was Chief Burbwa‘s reply to Gwaza when he had explained to h im 

the circumstance regarding his visit. 

The promised day came. The watchman was brimful of hope and his eyes spoke of great 

expectancy. However, the housemaid who attended to him said that their boss travelled to 

‗Amelica‘. 

‗No-o-o, I no believe am at all at all! Na Oga na im say make I come today nawn‘. 

‗Ah,I de lie for you before?  Oga don travel as I tell you so‘. 

‗Wat! So Oga travel true true?‘ Silence.  ‗Na where madam dey?‘He intoned. 

‗Madam de sreep for im bed‘. 
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‗I wan see am‘. 

‗Oga Gwaza you kuma de work for here, and you know say when madam de sreep nobody 

de wake am‘. 

‗You know weda dem put message?‘ 

‗Ah! Madam put message. Dis my yeye blain no remember self‘, she smirked. ‗Na madam 

na im say make I tell you say Oga don travel go for Oyinbo country. But Oga Gwaza‘, she 

continued, this time in a conspiratorial tone, ‗if na me bi you I fit come see Madam tomorrow -

o!‘ she advised, perceptively. 

Gwaza was filled with an in-most feeling of indignation but paradoxically expressed in 

such facial quietude as it were. And he began to leave, slowly taking his steps. The struggles to 

live loomed large before him, and never ceased hovering like a swarm of bees around their 

hive. He had hardly felt the soft-perfumed hands of life. He had had an in-auspicious marital 

start long ago as a man of thirty-five. He had married Mule, for that was his wife‘s name. 

When they were courting, Mule‘s parents totally disapproved of their relationship. He was 

merely a watchman and therefore poor. As a result, he was not a fit choice for their daughter, 

they reasoned. So they employed all verbal tact of making Mule see reasons why she would 

not marry Gwaza. But she remained obstinate. So, Mule had married Gwaza. But her parents 

swore on their honour that for not heeding them her marriage and her life would meet with 

misfortunes. Perhaps it was the curse, or fate that decreed otherwise no one could rightly say 

why Mule died during childbirth in the heady years of their marriage. This child whom Mule 

bore him twenty-two years ago was the only child the man ever begot in his entire life.   Thus, 

Gwaza took him as his wife, for each time he looked at him he saw his wife‘s nose, then the 

lips, and then the fine face and her image vividly came fresh into his mind‘s eye. And it 

gladdened him. Until she died, the couple shared an intimacy that seemed beyond the binding 

strings of marriage that held them together. Yes, so great was their fellowship that even after 

two years of her demise, Gwaza could not pull off the garb of widow-hood and re-marry. 

Gwaza returned to the hospital. His breathing laboured and his face shone with sweat. 

That he had now been paid his salary with which he intended to make an advance payment, 

enough, he hoped, for commencement of his son‘s treatment, did not in the least put him at 

ease as he had a strange foreboding feeling of something. He entered the ward, went over to 

his, and beheld him fixedly staring into space. And perhaps, if, as it were, the child was locked 

in the eyewink duel sport of children with an imaginary participant, victory was sure to be his. 

Suddenly, there came a thunderous-ear-splitting cry: Dokutor! Dokutor! Dokutor! which 

filled the serene ambience of the hospital. 
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The street and the surroundings all the way to the canal are cocooned in a deluge of darkness, 

occasioned by the now constant power failure in the Animashaun end of Aguda. I picked this 

neighbourhood for its serene calm and because of its proximity to that place.  

I have always taken it for granted that I have no fear for the night or the many images it 

can conjure. Tonight I am proved wrong; all the trees in silhouette seem to have eyes in the 

spaces between the highest leaves, and the gentle swish-sway of the leaves gives the impression 

of gigantic arms on a dangerous monster intent on taking me along with it to some mysterious 

dungeon where punishment awaits. 

I hasten my steps as thoughts of a dark creepy dungeon, filled with hungry carnivores – 

each attempting to tear the largest chunk of my flesh - occupy my mind. For the briefest 

second, I turn back and look at the sway of the trees to convince myself that it is only an 

illusion. 

I trip and stumble, hastily clutching the plastic bag which set me out on this sojourn in the 

first place to the sordid yet unknown. I silently curse Tom and his selfish inconsideration; he 

should be on this sojourn not me. 

I hear the scuttle of rats in the gutter beside my feet and throw a hasty look over my 

shoulder.  Further on, I hear water escape in intermittent trickles from pipes clipped to the 

gutter walls. Overhead I hear the hoot of a bird and feel myself break out in goose bumps. I 

had never noticed bats or any other night birds around here before.  

Suddenly, I get this ominous feeling and realize that the canal is much farther than I had 

earlier calculated. The bird continues its scary hoot and I am more convinced that I cannot 

make it all the way to the canal. 

I think of hastily throwing the plastic bag into the nearby gutter, but trepidation sti lls my 

hands; it would be improper, cruel even. There should be a small refuse dump near the 

market up ahead, so I walk briskly in that direction, hoping to relieve myself of this burden in 

the quickest possible time. 

The market I remember is a structure of half walls and pillars and rectangular stall 

buildings, three of them in the shape of a wide U. At the far end of this market stands a huge 

refuse bin. The bin perpetually overflows at the sides with used plastic bags, plantain stems, 

rotten fruit, vegetable stalk and many more. 

For a moment I stand confused, the stalls are there, empty as I had expected at this time of 

night, but at the far end all I see is an empty space. The refuse bin is not overflowing at the 

sides with refuse; it is in fact, not even there! 

I am tempted to turn back, but the thought of returning to that place with this burden in 

my hand urges me on. There is a street on the other side of the road; it has a gate across it 

which surprisingly is open on one side. I walk into it and look around carefully before I empty 

the bag‘s contents beside a small refuse heap. I take off then, returning the way I came, almost 

breaking into a run. 
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I get back to that place at about 1am, as I ask the night nurse where she is, I can hear the tick 

tock of the clock in the hallway. This is my third time there. The first time Joyce sent for me 

after her anaesthesia wore off. Please, come and take me home, I can‘t walk on my own, I 

barely heard her whisper. 

Someone on the other end of the phone had given me directions and I found my way 

there, impressed at first by the serenity of the surroundings. Tom had brought her there and 

hadn‘t returned yet, so I guided her onto the road and we boarded a taxi to the hostel we lived 

in. 

The second time, I was there before the anaesthesia, trying to convince her it was not too 

late to change her mind. She had turned briefly before the nurse wheeled her off to the mini 

theatre, ―Pray for me‖. I saw the plea in her eyes where a silent stream banked at her eyelids, 

refusing to flow down her cheeks, flowing down mine instead as I struggled with the fear of 

the many ‗what ifs‘ worsened by my complicity. 

It had been a boy, so the doctor said as he handed me the cadaver. I still remember how I 

trembled nearly dropping it. 

That was six months ago. 

 

It was getting too dangerous the doctor told us this time around 

‗It is risky evacuating a twenty-two week old foetus, especially for a womb that has been 

evacuated three times in the last eight months. Besides, ‘ he adjusted the pen with which he did 

a steady tap-tap-tap on the table. And then he continued. ‗It is a miracle you conceived so fast 

after the last one, given that one of your fallopian tubes is blocked.‘ 

‗I hope you won‘t regret not keeping this one,‘ I told her. 

‗Tom says we‘ll keep the next one…‘ was her feeble response 

 

I wondered how a twenty-three year old undergraduate could be so gullible and naïve as to 

believe everything that one man told her. A man who at that moment was clubbing with his 

friends, and getting fresh with the next pretty thing. To her Tom could do no wrong. There 

had to be a good reason for everything Tom decided to do or not do.  

‗Remember your mother; you are all she has left now . What if something goes wrong?‘ 

‗It‘s been one too many already you know.‘ I had tried one more time. 

She insisted that nothing would happen; Dr Dave was quite good at this. She asked that I 

not worry but instead pray for her, 

‗God will listen to you,‘ she said, ‗at least you are not a killer like me.‘ 

This time, tears rolled down her cheeks even as she was rolled into the mini theatre that 

Dr Dave used for abortions. 

 

I am surprised to find her still under the influence of the anaesthetics.  

―Joyce, are you awake?‖ 

―Mmm? No mummy, I cannot cook now.‖ Still half asleep, her drug induced soliloquy is a 

sluggish drawl and she pauses to smile indulgently at nothing in particular.  

I can‘t help but wish she could wake up soon so we can go home; that place has an eerie 

feeling. 

She comes to about half an hour later; she says she doesn‘t feel too good. Almost 

immediately she puts her palm over her mouth and I make a dash for the kidney dish lying on 

the table and place it before her just in time to catch the puke. 
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I help clean her face up then empty the vomit in the sink at one end of the room. Still on 

the bed, Joyce dresses up, sanitary towel first, and then underwear, then her grey wool dress. 

It‘s short, and ends inches above her knees, giving her long legs an elegant gazelle like look.  

 

She stands to straighten out her dress and shove her slim feet into the flat pumps I have 

arranged before her, and then she stiffens. Grabbing the bed behind her, she looks down and I 

gasp as a great lump of dark red blood slides down between her legs and splats on the tiled 

floor. 

I bolt out of the room shouting ‗Nurse, Nurse! Please come, come!‘ 

The night nurse follows me into the room in time to see another slide, this time more 

fluid splattering on the floor in smaller lumps. 

‗Blood of Jesus!‘ is her reaction as she exits the room, hopefully to get the doctor. I want to 

pursue her, but seeing Joyce‘s panicked face, I sidestep the blood and hold her shaking body.  

I can hear the fear in her voice as she asks ―What‘s this? What‘s happening to me?‖  

All I can say is, ‗Easy; you‘ll be fine,‘ though at that moment I was not sure how she could 

be fine – ever. 

‗It‘s still pouring‘ she re-iterates just as more blood gushes to the floor. I hate the sight, the 

dark red lumps are somewhat reminiscent of the bodies I have helped dispose of.  

 

I kneel to pray but cannot get the picture of those dead babies out of my mind. I start 

nonetheless:  

Lord, please save her life, forgive her her transgressions… the babies are crying again – I know it is 

two different babies- one has a shrill cry, the other a steady whimper. 

Forgive me, father, I should not have helped her in any way. Please forgive us, let her survive this. 

Amen  

I did not know what else to do as I lay on the gurney watching the blood I was donating 

for Joyce seep into the blood bag. She may need more blood, but there was nowhere near to 

get another O positive donor. Tom was O positive, but he was nowhere to be found, he was 

not picking his calls and I was certain he was still at a club somewhere, or maybe he had 

moved the party to a friend‘s place off the campus.  

―We are considering a hysterectomy‖ Dr Dave rushed in to inform me.  

―What does that mean? Is she getting better or worse?‖  

―The bleeding is not reducing so we want to remove the womb in order to stop the 

bleeding. We need a close relative of hers to sign consent forms for the surgery‖ 

―Remove her womb! So she can‘t have babies anymore? Hey Joyce! I told you o! What 

have you done to yourself?‖ 

I end my monologue and tell the doctor that her mother is not in Lagos.  

―Find someone,‖he says, ―there isn‘t much time left, get someone- a cousin, uncle, aunt, 

boyfriend, even you. 

―Me? No, no, I can‘t remove her womb. Not me.‖ I vehemently refuse  

―Find someone then. Quick!‖ 

Watching him walk away briskly I begin to wonder why all this was happening so fast. I 

wish we could get her consent to the hysterectomy, but that is not even a valid option now; 

she is unconscious again. 

How would I possibly explain my having a hand in the removal of her womb? I ask myself 

this and other reason defying questions, shortly afterwards a thought assails me: how will you 

explain what you were doing here with her? What if she dies? 
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It is eight am when she finally stabilizes and Dr Dave walks in smiling. I know he has 

come to tell her the sad news. He has a hand in his white coat and through it I can see his fist 

clench and unclench in quick succession, though his smile does not fade even as he takes her 

hand in his. 

She turns her head and looks at him, trying a feeble smile as she tells him she was really 

scared to see so much blood,  

‗What happened? What was all that blood about?‘ 

He tells her it was the strain her womb had been through in the last year or so that caused 

her to bleed that much. The complication was serious but they tried their best to ensure we 

didn‘t lose her. Thank God for your friend here who donated blood for the transfusion, 

otherwise it would have been a very precarious situation.  

Joyce looks at me and I can see that her gratitude is immeasurable as she tells me thank 

you. I smile back at her, hoping she cannot hear the pounding in my heart as I wait for the 

moment when the doctor will pronounce her newly acquired womb less state. My arms are 

folded around my body, to stop me from running out of the now stuffy room.  

―It is well, it is well. Tom has to understand, he loves me‖ I know she is trying hard to 

convince herself that Tom will understand, I strongly want to slap some sense into her and 

make her see that Tom is not the saint she chooses to paint him as but I can‘t; not now, not 

today. 

Tom saunters in an hour later, visibly hung over and not happy he had to be dragged here 

when he would rather be sleeping. 

―Why didn‘t you just take her home since you are here?‖  

I‘m imagining what it would feel like if he was not six foot four inches tall and I could 

have reached out to give him a knock on the head. 

―She could have died Tom; I called you all through the night.‖  

He looks shocked for a few seconds and for a short while I am tempted to believe he truly 

cares. 

I watch his back as he enters the room, from the corner of the door I see Joyce smile as he 

walks in. 

She did not know it then that he would turn his back and walk away from her but I knew. 

I could tell from the moment he came out from that hospital room leaving Joyce crying on the 

bed, but nothing I told her then made sense to her. She said he was just upset by the incident, 

he would come round eventually. 

He came round alright but he left her though; three years later, during our service year 

when a fresh undergraduate was carrying his child and cruising around town in his Honda 

Accord. He did not urge the nineteen year old to abort the pregnancy, she carried it full term 

and gave birth; a baby girl with cute little dimples. 

 

I tried to dissuade Joyce from going to visit the mother and child, but she was intent o n it, so 

the best I could do was go with her as I did not trust that she could make the visit and return 

in one piece. At night she would sit up talking to herself ―So I wasn‘t good enough to have his 

baby but she is abi?‖ 

―Tom, I could have given you anything, but all you chose to take was my womb after 

throwing away four babies‖,  

―Now a small girl has given birth to your child!‖ 

I watched her every movement while we were there, she did not carry the child; she just 

smiled distantly at the mother and asked her how she was coping with motherhood. It was a 

very difficult time for her she said, with the baby‘s constant crying and little sleep at night, 
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even her flabby stomach was worrisome. The young mother rattled on and Joyce looked at her 

like an alien from outer space, going on about her body losing its firmness and about not 

enjoying the idea that breastfeeding could make her breasts sag; experiences which Joyce could 

have killed for. She looked like she could have killed the mother in that instant for her 

juvenile blasphemy. 

We left them some gifts; baby clothes and a pack of diapers. Thank you! She enthused. 

―Who did you say you are again?‖ 

―Friends of Tom,‖ I answered, ‗we were course mates in the university. She smiled again, a 

sweet innocent curve of lips that lit up her eyes and unearthed a deep dimple in her left cheek.  

On the way home Joyce would talk about how her breasts ached for days after each 

abortion, especially the last one. How she had learnt to tape her breasts to her chest to stop the 

milk from flowing for long. She would never have the luxury of having a baby suck milk from 

her bossom 

―That bastard! The selfish bastard!‖ she kept muttering this as she paced back and forth in 

the room we now shared in Ogba.  

―I could just kill him now with my bare hands!‖ 

―Don‘t talk like that, Joyce, the Lord will take his revenge in due time.‖  

She turned and gave me a long hard stare, then wore her sandals and walked out.  

  

It was a cold night, the kind that made one wish for and  reminisce on the smell of impending 

rain; wet earth mingled with the soothing comfort of a cool breeze. The sky is silent however, 

no clouds, no lightning, no thunder, just a complacent moon, full and cloaking the earth in a 

dull calm.   

It should not have been on that night that Joyce would return with her eyes roving wildly 

in their sockets, unable to say a word then glide into her bed and under the blankets coiled like 

a snake waiting to strike at the least provocation. It should not have been that night that Tom 

would go missing, only to be found days later with a knife in his chest, eyes wide open like he 

was startled by some shocking revelation. 
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The Sacred Lake 
 

Unoma A ZUA H 

 

 

 

t was dawn and Umueke Lake swelled with mating insects. I stood beside the lake 

watching the ripples. The lake was enshrouded in thickets from where crickets shrilled. 

The current settled and I crept in. I felt the knotted end of my white wrapper above my 

breasts and blinked my white chalked eyes. I returned my knife to my right hand and held t he 

white rooster firmer. I waited till I felt the presence of the river goddess, Adaeke. I dipped the 

rooster into the lake and raised it up to Adaeke. 

 

* * * 

Nnamdi paced around the large table in his father‘s ‗Obi‘—an open space in front of the four 

rooms that made up his father‘s house. He had argued with Nma the night before about 

visiting the stream at unearthly hours. She must have slipped out when I was asleep, he 

thought. He balled his right fist and pounded it several times on the rickety table. The table 

trembled. He kicked the leg nearest to him and spat through the wide door that led outside.  

―Nnamdi, is that you?‖ his mother called out stepping out of her low door. He rushed into 

the open compound before he could see her, and continued his pacing. 

―Nnamdi, why are you up so early?‖ she asked staring at his stiff back through the wide 

door. 

―Since I came two days ago this is the second time Nma is leaving the house at dawn,‖ he 

said. 

His mother cleared her throat and snatched a small broom leaning close to her door. She 

looked at the mud floor that stretched all the way to the fourth room ahead of her and began 

to sweep in quick strokes. The floor was damp, but was covered with tiny chicken feathers and 

some palm kernels. She cleared her throat again and said. ―I‘ve told you to leave Nma alone. 

She‘s a priestess and the lake is where she communes with the goddess. Stop wearing this 

attitude of ‗my way or no way‘ like a dress.‖ 

―I don‘t know why you and Papa will not listen to me. Adaeke does not exist, if she does, 

she‘s evil. What has she done to make you believe in her existence?‖  

―Adaeke has protected us from invasions, famine and wars. Our harvests bloom, our 

children are prosperous, she has given us peace. What else has she not done?‖  

―She‘s a demon!‖ 

―You might as well return to the city where you‘ll have all the room you want for your 

living God,‖ she said and gathered all the dirt she had swept in her hand, and stepped into the 

cool morning. She inhaled a generous amount of air and yawned and hurried into the house. 

 

* * * 

Word had spread that another person had drowned.  A week ago, an adult drowned in the 

river. A couple of days ago a young boy had disappeared in the Nkwo pond. A shallow pond. 

This morning, it was Uba.‖ 

―These deaths have all been through water,‖ somebody said from the crowd.  

I 
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―Maybe, Adaeke, the water goddess is upset about something.‖  

A murmur of agreement spread through the crowd like a wind ruffling through the 

feathers of a mother hen. He was an elderly man, bent with age. The walking stick he rested 

on trembled as he spoke. He never looked up. It was as if he was talking to the ground.  

Suddenly a middle-aged woman bolted away, without a word. ―Go tell the priestess. She 

can resurrect lives from the lake!‖ Ife shouted after  her. 

―Yes! That‘s where I‘m going,‖ the woman said. 

But within minutes she came back with a scowl. ―She‘s not there. She‘s has gone to the 

grove of Adaeke to appease her.‖ 

―Let‘s wait on her,‖ Aku said. 

More than half of the crowd left. The three women, Ife, Aku and Ukpe sat and Aku rocked 

Nkechi in her arms. 

 

* * * 

―Adaeke! Here is the sacrifice for the cleansing,‖ I struck off the neck of the rooster. It 

convulsed. Blood gushed out, and its head fell into the lake. There was a flow of blood 

streaming into the lake in dark thinning clouds. I called out again, ―Adaeke! Here is the 

sacrifice. You watch over Umueke and mortals do go to slumber. In slumber, the strangers‘ 

footsteps never stirred them. They are mortals, Adaeke.‖ 

The goddess rose from the surface of the lake as if walking up from a calm dive, and sat 

calmly across the water in a lotus position, floating. She was small in stature but had enormous 

breasts. Her skin was dark and glossy. She had long dreadlocks. Her huge breasts covered her 

laps. I looked at her too familiar face but her features were blurred. I could only make out the 

oval outline. Then the water wobbled and she sank. She had forgiven, reluctantly. The child 

will live. I kept the dead rooster in Adaeke‘s shrine. Then I sat on a patch  of grassy dried mud 

beside the lake and rested for a while. When I had rested, I walked back to the lake, washed my 

hands, took a bath and surveyed the lake before I went home. 

Whoever ran into me on the way to or from the lake was required to run or hide  until I 

was out of sight, because I was possessed by the spirit of Adaeke. Instead of running or hiding, 

the crowd of people waiting for me half way to the lake turned their backs at me. I spoke to 

their backs. I told them to get the child out of the well that he was all right. 

When I got home, the sight of my elder brother, Nnamdi, provoked me. I saw the gleam of 

anger in his eyes. 

―Where are you coming from, this early in the morning?‖ he asked. I closed my eyes in 

silent prayer and walked past him but he pushed me, insisting. I kept calm. 

―Answer my question, you insolent thing!‖ he shouted.  

I remained silent but he crossed the dining table between us and shook me violently. He 

raised his hand to slap me. I reached out quickly and held it, landing a slap  on his cheek. He 

screamed in pain. My parents came running but I hurried to my room. 

―Nnamdi, are you alright?‖ I heard my mother ask.  

―What made you scream so?‖ my father asked.  

No one spoke. Then I heard my brother say with a shaky voice, ―I felt the b low of a rock 

from that little swine!‖ 

―What happened?‖ my mother asked further. 

―I was asking her where she was. But she didn‘t talk. I tried to force it out of her but she 

walked out, ignoring all my questions. Then she hit me, this incredible blow.‖  

I could not wait to face him. I had cleaned my eyes and dressed up and went to him. ―I am 

Nma, not Nnamdi, not Nnamdi‘s twin. You are my brother. I accept but that is by chance. I 
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have been with Adaeke even before the union that gave you to the world. I have been destined 

to be Adaeke‘s priestess. We are linked for now and ever. There‘s just nothing you can do 

about it. Fight against your will, fight to mind your own business, or you will sing songs of 

severed heads left at the shrine of Adaeke. You will sing songs of lips swollen with agony,‖ I 

warned. 

―You are out of your mind,‖ Nnamdi said. ―By the time I am through with you and that 

demon nonsense, you sure will have something worthwhile to say.‖ He walked into his room 

and stormed out immediately with a Bible. 

I ran after him and said, ―Nnamdi, do whatever you think you can do to Adaeke in your 

house, but do not go to the lake! Do not take it to my sanctuary!‖  

―You‘re afraid?‖ he asked. 

―Nnamdi, please listen to me, do not go to the lake.‖  

―Now you‘re begging? Save your breath, Nma. I‘m going!‖ 

I could not imagine what would become of Nnamdi. I followed him to the lake. When he 

got there, he stood beside the lake and stared ahead, clutching his old school Bible.  

The lake looked menacing, even though the thickets around it seemed to be covering it 

like a canopy. Its surface glowed as the sun faded into the horizon.  The shrilling crickets 

seemed to be screeching even louder. And the white marshy shore was aglow like the surface. 

Nnamdi walked to the grassy clay soil around the vast lake and stopped. As he stepped into the 

lake, he slipped on the mud and fell in, but he got up and started screaming.  

―All ye water demons!‖ he bellowed. ―I bind and destroy you, I command you to let loose 

your hold on my family. In the name of Jesus Christ, I render all your powers useless, I ...‖ he 

shouted at the lake. 

Suddenly I saw Adaeke beside me with the Bible, and Nnamdi plunged into the lake as if 

he was pushed. He sank. I did not see him again. Then I heard the wobbling of  water. 

―Adaeke, no!‖ I yelled. 

The wobbling stopped and I saw him at the other end of the lake. Adaeke vanished. I could 

see all the way across the lake. Nnamdi was murmuring to himself. He looked around, pulled 

off his shirt, then his trousers. He broke into a run in his underwear. I took his Bible from 

Adaeke‘s shrine and went home. 

I did understand Nnamdi‘s fear—that I would not lead a normal life, but I tried to live as 

normal as I could. I was enrolled in a school and was even the head girl of my school. But I 

could not understand his fear; I would not marry nor have children. So what if I do not 

marry? I love my freedom as a priestess rather than slave as a wife. And I had to remain a 

virgin for Adaeke as the bearer of her purity symbol. I loved my li fe as a priestess. I would not 

have opted for any other. If I was happy, why should he be bothered? It hurt me that he had 

changed. We used to visit Adaeke‘s shrine as kids. He would hold me by the hand and lead the 

way. Sometimes he ruffled my hair and smiled down at me. He was fourteen and I, nine. He 

was always the one to pour libation to Adaeke. 

I thought about Adaeke and what she might do with him. She would keep him for days, 

maybe months. But it would take us time, a goat, maybe two, or even a young headstrong bull 

to secure his release. 
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~ The Birth of Mbare ~ 

 

E ugene ODOGWU 

 

 

 

SOME PROFOUND births tend to be the result of foolish events. Mbare's was one of such 

births, Adudu being the fool in question. It was one of those nights where even the air  was 

latent with careless abandon, where a man would be tempted to see the bottom of his gourd 

over and over again. Adudu soon lost count of how many times he emptied his palm wine 

gourd sinto his bulging stomach. Soon his eyes fell on a figure outside the  drinking hut. No 

one in Asiga would ever mistake Ene's figure for someone else's. The curves were obvious 

even half hidden in the shadows as they were, their fullness and fleshiness apparent under the 

waning firelight like a fresh fruit begging to be plucked. Adudu smiled and belched as only a 

drunken hunter would and he pushed himself off his low bench, falling back more times than 

he rose. 

‗Ene,‘ he slurred as he staggered over. ‗Even Nda's fullness doesn't rival those mounds you 

carry.‘ A stray finger poked one of her ample bosom.  

Ene slapped his hand away, kissing her teeth and shuffling further away, her hips swinging 

like hanging oranges. Adudu followed, the swishing palm wine in his belly responding to Ene's 

rhythm. 

‗Where are you going, Ene?‘ He placed a hand on her shoulder, more for his stability than 

to stop her; ‗Won't you spare me even a few moments this night?‘  

‗Adudu, go away,‘ she said brushing his hand off her shoulder. ‗Leave me alone. Go and 

bathe in the stream and wash off that terrible smell of old wine.‘ 

‗Ah, Ene,‘ he pulled up beside her, pressing himself into her backside. His arousal could be 

felt even through the thick layers that formed her skirt. ‗That was not what you said after the 

last harvest in the bush behind my hut.‘ 

‗Maybe after next harvest you might persuade me differently, Adudu, but not tonight, your 

smell rivals that of a latrine pit. Adudu,I have errands to run so go chase some other 

unfortunate person.‘ 

Maybe it was the palm wine swirling around in his brain, maybe i t was the bulge in his 

groin, whatever it was, a sudden force motivated Adudu to throw himself upon Ene, wrapping 

his limbs around her fleshiness. 

‗Ah, Ene, come and let me warm you this night.‘ 

Ene yelped, struggling against the drunken embrace. 

‗Get away from me, Adudu!‘ She screamed and pushed the drunk off her before running 

off in the opposite direction, moving as fast as her softly rounded limbs would allow.  

Adudu rolled in the sand, laughing and pointing at Ene's retreating figure.  

‗Run O! We will see who would run away from whom in the coming harvest.‘  

Distractedly, his hand fell to his groin, carelessly slipping beneath his loincloth. ‗See? See 

what you've done with that body of yours.‘ Before long his hand had established a rhythm 

accompanied by drunken grunts that faded into the night. Adudu in a fit of excitement jumped 

to his feet, increasing the rhythm of his hand and with a loud trembling snort spurted his seed 
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unto the earth. 

‗Ahhhh,‘ he sighed. ‗That's for you, Mba, if Ene won't take my seed,  surely you who takes 

in all seed shall accept mine.‘ 

He laughed drunkenly, brushing loose soil over the white stain on the ground before 

pouring a bit of his palm wine upon it and staggering off into the night, leaving only the dark 

and gloom to witness his seeds sprout roots within Mba, the earth. Roots that would in years 

to come, taking its time like most mighty trees did, grow into a towering tree, rich in color and 

beauty.  

Like many profound births, Mbare's birth was unwitnessed. Its splendor and beauty were 

unseen and unheard. The bark of the tree did not part for him to emerge like a limb, nor did 

its fruits swell into the size of a man. Mbare was birthed like a tuber just beneath the tree 

roots, Mba's womb cracking and bulging to yield her son's bulk out into the open. He did not 

come out a child, confused and crying to suckle. Mbare emerged fully grown… 
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~ PLAYING SAFE ~ 
 

Bankole Sijuade BA NJO 

 

 

 

‗THINGS HAVE got to change,‘ you say to yourself as you catch a glimpse of the long line of 

vehicles at a standstill on the 3rd Mainland Bridge. If anyone had told you it'd be that bad, you 

probably would not have taken the job. But after eighteen months and several commutes to 

and from work, you wish you never did.  

Your mandatory one-year service had taken you to a new generation bank which retained 

you after service. While the rest of your mates combed the streets of Lagos for a job – any 

decent job - you went to work behind a dingy cubicle, Monday to Friday. But while you 

served at their Ogba branch, close to your parents' Egbeda home, they had transferred you to 

their Ligali Ayorinde branch soon after NYSC. 

Though your new branch was bigger and elitist, your salary remained at Sixty-Five 

Thousand Naira. Not a cool Lagos salary considering the expenses of the city. You managed to 

live on it for a long time and hoped things would change. Eighteen months on, things have 

refused to. Your entirety revolves around the job. Hell! You do not even have time to see your 

beloved Arsenal chase the elusive EPL title on TV anymore. 

You check your watch again and sigh. 11.57pm. Midnight has caught up with you as usual. 

This is the third time in four days you'd be held up in the evil traffic.   

‗No. I can't continue like this. Life is too short. Abi, YOLO,‘ you mutter to  yourself with 

determined affirmation. Half the bus is asleep while of the other half, hardly anyone is fully 

awake. Soft, rhythmic snores, punctuated by the occasional deeper ones, drift through the 

bus.  

You think of the other careers you could have pursued. You remember getting interested 

in music beats and dee-jaying in High School but your dad discouraged you. He didn't want a 

DJ son. An Engineer, yes. So you read Mechanical Engineering and finished with a Second 

Class Upper degree, a cool 2-1. Your best friend, Osaze, had kept up the interest. Today, no 

longer a DJ, he produces beats for top Nigerian artistes. The last time he chatted you up on 

BBM, he informed you he had just bought a brand new Toyota Fortuner for Five Million 

Naira. Meanwhile, you still jump buses all over CMS and Obalende while earning 65k every 

month counting other people's monies in a fancy cubicle. 

The heat of the bus does not help the pain of the memory. You sigh at recollected 

thoughts of lost opportunities and what-ifs. 

‗This must stop,‘ you conclude with a sigh. ‗Tomorrow, I quit. It's time to go back to the 

real deal.‘ 

You don‘t get home until well past 1am. After a hot shower, you stretch out on the settee 

and tune the DSTV to Channel O. One of the many beats Osaze produced for Davida, the 

diva, hits you like a blast of wind. You considered that a sign. A sign that you needed to go 

back to your first love.  

‗It is never too late,‘ you whispered to the empty sitting room and make a promise to make 

a move. 
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* * * 

That was almost two years ago. Today, you still work in the same bank, on the same salary, 

albeit in another branch. 

You played safe. You stayed put. 
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~ Out of Order ~ 
 

Jennifer Chinenye E ME LIFE  

 

 

 

‗THIS IS not the way to go about it,‘ Shade argued after reading the first page. Umar 

shrugged. Shade always claimed to be right. He already had his story all drafted out. He 

needed to put the final dots before that weekend. He had been busy gathering information 

from the many victims and witnesses of the recent and past bomb blasts in the country. His 

work was going to turn out well, he believed. Something like Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie‘s  

Half of a Yellow Sun. He would say to Shade: 

‗These sad events should not go unrecorded. The stories need to be told. They should be 

written for the generations after to read. Who knows? The book could as well be  adapted into 

a movie sometime.‘ 

But that day, as he gave his manuscript to Shade to read through, he already knew she 

would find faults with it as always. She didn‘t disappoint.  

‗See, you have added too many unbelievable scenes! Where does a bomb go off in some 

uncommon local eatery? You think those people will spend all that money to take a few lives? 

This doesn‘t make sense! No one is publishing this shit!‘ 

She threw the papers to the nonchalant face of the writer who had long stopped paying 

attention to his fiancée. There had been a call for a collection of short stories and the writer of 

the best story was to go with a huge prize. Umar had locked himself up for weeks writing and 

rewriting. He had needed to win the prize, if not for anything, but to prove to Shade that like 

medicine, writing brings money home too. But he had lost out. She was never going to forgive 

him for putting aside his medical licence for the crazy poetic license!  

Shade couldn‘t understand how after seven years of standing by her man, through thick 

and thin—she had sold her only gold chain at a point to pay for Umar‘s textbooks—he finally 

graduated and instead of sticking to the medical profession, he started singing a new song. 

‗An acclaimed writer my foot! I waited patiently for seven years, bore hunger for seven 

years, became a laughing stock on campus just to see you through your studies and now you 

tell me shit about passion! Who says you can‘t be a doctor and write too?‘ 

It almost cost them their relationship but Umar knew better than to let her go. He had 

pleaded with her to trust him and be patient. But every time she read his work, she wished she 

was reading a rough prescription note forgotten in his pockets . His fine poems didn‘t appeal to 

her either. She longed to be married to a medical doctor. That dream had been shattered and 

she didn‘t need anyone to throw the pieces to her face like Umar was doing with his 

manuscript. 

Umar bent down to pick up the papers scattered all over his small room. He placed them 

on his writing table whose bent legs needed replacement. As he heard her slam the door, he sat 

down to his work. Words seemed to have flown out of the broken window in pursuit of Shade. 

He tried hard to continue writing, but he couldn‘t. Maybe a little distraction, he thought. He 

switched on his computer and prayed silently that it would work. The thing had been playing 
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games with him. One time he was in the middle of an important piece when it went off, just 

like that! Ever since, he had learnt to trust his pen more than his keyboard.  

The computer didn‘t come on. 

‗Man pikin don suffer,‘ he murmured shaking his head. Luckily for him, Shade‘s laptop was 

home. He turned it on and decided to try out poetry: 

The world is a grave 

Swallowing all that we crave... 

 

He yawned knowing that wasn‘t working. What he needed was a walk. He would come 

back refreshed and refilled. Didn‘t they say nature aids good writing?  

As he walked to his friend, Don‘s house, on the next  street, he thought of different ways to 

placate Shade. She deserved to be happy. The sun seemed to concur with his thought at that 

second as it hid its rays behind the clouds providing a momentary shade. His mind strayed 

back to the story on his desk. He strongly believed the book would bring him to limelight. He 

knew it was the breakthrough he needed to make Shade believe in his writing career. Don 

interrupted his thought. Umar bumped into him just as he was about to knock on the door.  

‗Ha! Na which wind blow you come this way, Umar? You just hide yourself. This your 

writing no be for here at all!‘ he joked in Pidgin. 

Umar laughed dryly and shook hands with his old school friend. He was too weak to start 

any banter regarding his writings. Don explained that he was going into town and asked Umar 

to come with him. Umar was only too glad to go that far, forgetting he had left his room 

unlocked. Anywhere he could cool off his head. As they drove, they made fun of the girls 

along the road who had chosen nudity as a new fashion trend, looking for young men‘s future 

to abate with waists wriggling in tight miniskirts and gowns. 

‗Mehnn, e no go funny, if you enter their trap, your own don pafuka o, ‘ Don started. 

‗Abuja babes, them no de gree cha cha. It reminds of that time in school when…‘ 

They laughed over school memories recounted. Slowly, Umar began to think of them 

together in some fiction or memoir collection. He knew they would make for an interesting 

read. He would call it Lost Tales. Yes, he would make it big through writing. They had a few 

drinks somewhere and on their way back, Don stopped by the market to buy a few things. His 

wife‘s birthday was the on the coming Saturday. He wanted to throw her a surprise party.  

Both men entered the market, pricing things and exchanging banters with the market 

women who thought it odd that two young men would be buying foodstuffs. The women 

exchanged knowing glances as though to say Don and Umar were into each other. The men 

understood. To push the joke further, Don said to Umar to the hearing of the women, ―Baby, 

do we still have any salt left in the house?‖ The effect on the audience was as expected. They 

gaped in utmost disgust while the young men fell into a bout of laughter and moved to 

another stall. Umar was light; paying a visit to his friend wasn‘t a bad idea after all. He smiled, 

forgetting his earlier troubles. 

 

* * * 

Shade felt all the witches in her village were on her case. How else could one explain her lost 

luck? She loved Umar and she couldn‘t bear living without him like her friend had advised. 

She had left her place angry and as she returned home, she was glad Umar wasn‘t around. She 

needed some time alone. A quick glance at the writing desk showed he couldn‘t have gone far. 

She felt like shattering everything on the desk; the computer, laptop and all. She wanted to 

end this thing that had begun her misery.  
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She sat down on the chair helplessly. Inept, she picked up the manuscript and read 

reluctantly. She battled with herself, trying hard to disagree with the meaningfulness of the 

work. She had always known Umar could go magical with words, but she refused to admit it, 

especially in his presence. She wanted her man to be the medical doctor he ought to be, not 

some hungry poor writer. She dropped the papers sadly and drew her laptop closer to her.  

He’s been typing on my laptop again, she thought and sighed. She must have been cursed to 

stick with Umar despite the trouble he caused her. Her eyes caught the words on the screen, 

those tragic yet beautiful lines left unfinished.  The rumbling of neighbours outside distracted 

her as she made to read the lines. She looked through the broken window, the same one that 

bore the memory of her first big fight with Umar. She had smashed the window‘s glass when 

he told her he was abandoning medicine for writing. She sighed. The confusion outside could 

only mean one thing. There had been an explosion somewhere in town. Bomb blasts were no 

more news. When not affected, one shrugged and thanked God for sparing them and the 

victims could only rest in peace. She drew the curtain close and thought of Umar. He was 

right when he said these things must be penned. Generations after should read about them 

and someone had to write them. She read through his work again and for the first time, a 

smile parted her lips. She wanted him back immediately. Wherever there was a will, there is a way. 

I will give her support. I will help make his dream come true.  She smiled at her thoughts. 

 

*** 

Umar and Don had just finished shopping. They walked back to the parking lot chatting about 

the market women when they heard a deafening sound.‖  

‗Lie flat Umar! Lie flat!‘ Don screamed. Umar was too dazed to listen. He looked back 

wondering where the sound came from. Cries of children filled the earth. Women screaming, 

sound of helpless hands slapping thighs, thuds of running feet amidst Don‘s shrieking voice:  

‗Come over here, Umar. There has been an explosion, crawl up to me.‘ 

But Umar was gone, lost in his story. He saw the words on his manuscript come to l ife. A 

perfect scene, he thought. What was the fate of those trapped in? The women they had pranks 

on? Those kids strapped to their backs? He wanted to run into the market, get a clearer view 

and store up the image in his head. Perhaps save a child or two but he thought of Shade. He 

had to live for her. Yet before he crouched, the earth where they stood shook and burst open. 

The last thing Umar saw was Don‘s large arm slitting open with fats oozing out like meat 

sizzling, a red sky and the flickering light from his phone. 

 

*** 

Shade looked through the window again. She grumbled, refusing to partake in the women‘s 

gossip. People were running around, shouting, sighing, crying and making incessant calls. 

Rumour flew around that it was another church blasted. Some argued no, it was a school. 

Others insisted it was the main market. But who had courage to leave their house in pursuit of 

the genuine story? It was known how innocent eyewitnesses were often major victims of such 

incidents. So, they stayed at home and talked, mourning losses and feigning concern which 

often time they didn‘t know were truly theirs. 

The sun sneaked into houses leaving their occupants in sweat. Shade cursed. There was no 

way she could have locked the window completely to separate her from the noise outside. 

Even power was gone. She thought of the electricity bills they owed and picked Umar‘s 

manuscripts instead. She glanced through it and wondered where he had gone to. She knew 

she had been hard on him lately. Poor Umar, she exhaled. She picked up her phone and texted 

him:  
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I love you Umar. Come home and let’s give life to this dream already.  

The news of Umar‘s death had cut through her like a blade. Rescuers had somehow 

managed to trace her. But Umar and even Don had died before hospital aid arrived. The pain 

was sharp at first, tearing Shade apart gradually until she turned numb with grief. What was 

left was guilt. She had turned Umar down and sent him to an early grave. It was her fault. No 

one could console her. 

Years later, she would become a multiple bestselling writer starting out with publishing a 

well read and sought after book that wasn‘t hers; the same one Umar started. She would write 

much, give talks and interviews but beneath it all, an unbearable grief would weigh her visible 

enough for the world to see. When asked what kept her going, she would mention the broken 

window, Umar‘s words and the unfinished lines: 

The world is a grave 

Swallowing all that we crave... 

She would remember and mention days, months and years when she clung to the spirit of 

memories of Umar as she weaved different experiences that never came to pass.  

But in the years before then, forsaking her personal dreams once more, she furiously typed 

away at Umar‘s desk, a lady broken but determined. 
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~ A TALE OF THE HAT ~ 
 

E ne ODA BA  

 

 

 

HE CLASPED her hands together as she stood at the entrance of the room admiring its 

new clean look. The shelf caught her eyes. 

‘Eeeeew!‘ 

How had she missed it? she wondered. It was dusty and the books in it scattered. She took 

out each of the books, flapping through the pages of the ones that seemed interesting to her. 

She was soon looking at the poetry collections. Each held her disgust. She hissed. After a 

while, she voiced out: 

‗I hate PPOETRY! Sammie keeps buying more of them each time, he doesn‘t have work 

abeg!‘ 

She found something tucked beneath the shelf so she stretched forth. Hands kneeling, 

with her big buttocks facing the door way, she pulled it out and stared at it like she was 

investigating it. 

‗A hat?‘ she asked as though waiting for an answer. ‗Woow! Beautiful! Sammie has this and 

doesn‘t even use it! Owkay oo, its now mine jare.‘ 

 

* * * 

‗The only thing that made me not try the hat on is because it was dusty. And ever since I have 

been dreaming of how I would start cruising it to school now you‘re bringing poetry inside. 

Abeg if you cannot give it out just say it and stop beating about the bush!‘  

‗It is not like that. You see, Onome, there‘s a proverb in Tiv that whoever wears the hat of 

a dead man is calling for death—of the person‘s self. Anyone that wears such a hat should be 

ready to die him—or her—as self…‘ 

‗Traditions! Traditions!‘ Onome said and sank into the bed with a sigh. Sammie strolled 

across the short distance of the room to the window. He folded the curtains up and opened 

the windows. Onome opened her mouth in protest: 

‗Mosquitoes!‘ 

It rang in his ears. After a while, she went closer to him and shouted in his ears:  

‗Mosquitoes!‘ 

When she saw he wasn‘t going to shut the window, she pouted her mouth and said 

something under her breath. He seemed to be in a different world as he looked through the 

windows out to the skies: 

 

Twinkle twinkle wrinkled star 

Now I wonder where you are 

Up above the world so high 

Would those glasses still be on your eye? 

 

‗Sammie don‘t tell me you opened the windows just to recite those weird lines again?‘  

S 
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‗There are plenty of stars today and if my eyes were not beginning to blur, I‘m sure 

would‘ve seen daddy with his glasses on among them...‘  

‗Among what?‘ Onome asked, as she passed a tissue 

‗The stars,‘ he replied. 

‗Sorry… I did not mean to bring back black memories.‘  

‗No… No, you did nothing wrong I‘ve been so into my job lately that I seem to have 

forgotten so thanks for reminding me and there are white memories too!‘ Sammie said as he 

laughed heartily and moved towards the bed and began tickling her. She laughed and begged 

him to stop till she finally had to scream: 

‗Sammie, please na…. Sammie! Stop! Stop!‘ 

* * * 

Onome was gone after they had a long talk that night. He looked at his transformed one room 

apartment again; she did a great job in the cleaning. Onome is a great lady, he thought as he 

closed back his windows. He proceeded to pick up the hat from the center table where she had 

left it and hung it on a nail on the wall just above his bed he pulled his shoes and fell on his 

be. The room was dark but he yearned for a collection that now stood neatly on his shelf, 

Su‘eddie Vershima Agema‘s Bring our casket home; the collection where he saw the man with the 

glasses among the stars, the piece he recited to Onome….. 

The room became still and so its host. The clock tocked; the fan creaked, spinning slowly. 

The crickets chirped and sang so the frog. An owl stood by the window wondering why a 

being would pose while asleep. Somehow, it had fallen off from the stand and now, the hat sat 

on the head of the still man who dreamt of another among the stars. He was there.  
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~ I Do ~ 
 

Debbie IORLIA M 

 

 

 

 REHEARSED the words over and over in my spare time at night. I rehearsed really hard 

so that when the time came, I would say them out like a proud lady getting married to a 

man of her dreams. Now, staring into Marvin‘s eyes made me realize I would be getting 

married but with a dark secret. I panicked. Marrying Marvin meant too many things. I t meant; 

marrying his bad breath in the morning, marrying his bushy armpits, marrying his stinking 

shoes, marrying his snoring! My head felt woozy and I almost ran out of the church but I 

willed myself to be strong. I knew I could live with all these. 

When it got to the point I had to say my vows, the words came out like a mewing sound. 

My heart froze, that couldn‘t have been me! I looked at Marvin. He was smiling so sweetly at 

me that I cursed myself silently for trying to ruin our day. With a firm voice this time I said ‗I 

do‘ with more emotion and with a deeper sense of commitment.  

I enjoyed my day like every woman should and I knew that Marvin would love me till the 

end of time.  It was easy to love him, but for a long time I held onto the walls I built around 

myself. Gradually, like a demolisher he brought them down with much affection, care and 

shoulders I have refused to cry on, not because they didn‘t look capable. I was afraid for myself 

and afraid I might drown his shoulders with my unending tears.  

I chided myself for trying to reminisce at the wrong moment and as a way of trying to 

reassure myself that all would be right, I rushed forward and gave my man a fierce hug that I 

knew would convey my unspoken feelings. He understood and held me tightly the way I liked 

to be held. 

‗I love you Marvin, now and forever‘. I whispered into his ears. I felt him hold me a bit 

tighter but I loved it. 

I wore the thickest of the new night gowns Marvin and I picked up at the shopping mall a 

fortnight ago. He wasn‘t satisfied with my choice for the night: 

‗Honey, pink favors you most. Why not try that?‘ 

‗Really? You‘ve never told me. Love, do we really have to do anything this night?‘ I sweetly 

asked, stalling even as the end was inevitable.  

‗Of course, dear. Wedding nights are magical‘. 

I felt my heart beat faster and it felt like Marvin could hear the drums from where he lay 

on the bed waiting impatiently for me to join him. 

‗Let me put off the light dear‘ I said walking towards the switch on the wall. I never made 

it there because half way through Marvin sprang out of the bed and made a grab for my 

buttocks – he got a hand full. He snaked his hands up to my waist and then to my chest to 

help himself to my melons. But half way through his hands froze. He searched further to be 

certain his hands weren‘t playing tricks on him. Though I was backing him, I could describe 

the look on his face and the whirling emotions in his heart. It was the height of betrayal and 

I 
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selfishness. But I felt total relief wash over me and for the first time since we started dating I 

felt calm. 

‗How could you? How could you do this to me?‘ He asked turning me around with a 

manly force. I lacked the courage to look into his eyes and I couldn‘t bear to see the hurt in 

them. I merely cried as the tears came down from the well of my soul. 

Marvin screamed like a wounded warrior. He turned and grabbed the flower vase sitting 

next to the television and smashed it on the wall. His light skin looked red from hurt. He 

began to sob uncontrollably. Something I had never seen him do. He sat on the floor and I 

moved to where he was, on my knees. 

‗I can‘t take this Boma. I have loved you like no other woman and this is what I get in 

return? Half… half…‘ He trailed off there. ‗It‘s too early to get divorce papers! The next time 

you see me, it would be about time.‘ 

BANG! 

*** 

I have been married for thirteen hours and separated. How worse can life be? I wasn‘t meant 

to fall in love. I wasn‘t meant to feel. For a long time I told myself I wasn‘t destined to love 

and be loved. I was just meant to love so my heart would be smashed into smithereens. I have 

had my heart broken fifteen times and by different men whom I felt could love me if they 

knew everything about me, but I was wrong. 

I have gone through a lot but I have come out stronger. Not confiding in Marvin was a 

desperate attempt to salvage my bitter life.  I don‘t regret my actions, not now or ever.  

I have been a cancer victim since I was twenty-three years. I was told it was hereditary. 

The lump had grown large and spread to delicate areas. The only option was to do away with 

the bad breast – the left one – to save my life. 

The journey from cancer was a long and trying one and the idea of ending it seemed very 

appealing. All the men in my life had rejected me. For a long time I felt rejected and vowed I 

would never let any man come close until Marvin came and something in me changed. And I 

made up my mind to keep him, no matter what. 

On my wedding night, Marvin embraced the ugly imperfection that would stare him in 

the face forever… That day he not only married me; he married my single breast; he married 

the ugly scar on the left side of my chest, where a breast once rested. He married my deceit; he 

married my nightmares. 

Two weeks later, here I am still. In my wedding dress, perhaps waiting for my wedding 

again. But how far do wishes go? I know that when next there is a bang on my door and 

Marvin‘s baritone soars in, they wouldn‘t be bringing glad tidings. It would be to have our 

divorce papers signed. Still, my nights are colder than what they use to be and the nightmares 

have found their way back… 

 

*** 

Knock! Knock! 

Finally, the dreaded knock. I knew who it was before his voice called out: ‗Boma!‘  

For the first time in forever, I rushed to the mirror and looked at who I had become: a 

scarecrow. I had emaciated, had my hair haggard; and stringy like dreads. Marvin couldn‘t see 

me like this! Instinctively, I moved towards the bathroom then mid-step thought to myself: 

What was the need? Who did I need to be clean for? 

‗Boma! Boma!‘ 

Was that anxiety in his voice? No. Probably the residue of what he had taken with him.  I 

walked to the door calmly and opened it. Marvin stood there, a near direct male reflection of 
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what I had seen in the mirror a little earlier. He was in his suit still. His eyes were to the 

ground, his voice really low now… 

‗Boma, do you think we can continue from that night once more…?‘  

I wondered what to say. It was our wedding all over again. I wasn‘t sure I would go on this 

second time. What if he did the same thing again…? I closed my mind and allowed my heart 

talk: 

‗I do…‘ 

The next moment, I felt myself lifted… and I was in that lovely grasp that had formed my 

dreams once upon a time… I hugged him back hard as if my life depended on it. It did.  
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AN OLD WIFE’S TALE 

 

Ife Watson 

 

 

 

ast year, my husband came back from Britain with his bagged honours degree, as he called 

it. I‘d dressed all the children in their Sunday bests to welcome him at the airport. Baba 

Sade pressed our four children to himself in joyous hugs but he did not embrace me. 

Instead, he gave me a kiss first on my left cheek and then on the right cheek. His lips felt cold and 

dry on my Vaseline-shiny-soft face. Then I saw her standing behind him. Her skin was very fair like 

Bassey, the albino cobbler that lived on our street. Only that her hair was jet black and the length of 

it sent jealous prickles running down my spine. 
‗Mama Sade, this is Maggie. She‘s my wife.‘ 

‗Maggie, this is the mother of my children,‘ he said, turning to the mammy-water beside him. 

She smiled and stretched out her hand to shake me. I took her palm in my hand; it felt very soft like 

Shea butter. There was also a funny smell hanging like a halo around her. It was like the scent of 

many flowers and herbs mixed together. I looked disbelievingly at my husband grinning beside 

Maggie. He had complained bitterly when I had started using the perfume I bought from Ahmadu. 

Baba Sade said it smelt like the disinfectant used in washing dead bodies. I soon discovered that 

Maggie could do no wrong in the eyes of Baba Sade. 

‗She is the quintessential civilised African woman,‘ Baba Sade said, when I asked why he 

brought a foreign woman home. My eyes widened in amazement at his words. Maggie, an African 

woman! Impossible! 

Baba Sade told me Maggie was also an African woman just like the rest of us because her 

ancestors were African. They were part of the people that crossed the Atlantic during the slave 

trade. He said being African is not defined by the language someone speaks or the skin colour 

because there were many light-skinned Africans in Northern and Southern Africa. 

If he likes, let him recite the lecture from dawn till sunset, I thought to myself. Maggie can 

never be considered as an African woman; definitely not as African as me. 

‗I have heard you, my husband. I will accept Maggie,‘ I said in my most docile voice. That was 

another thing, Maggie had not learnt – she spoke her mind every time and loudly too. 

‗Honey, don‘t be so uncouth, you should close your lips while chewing,‘ Maggie would say, as 

we sat on the table eating dinner. 

‗Yes dear.‘ Baba Sade would reply, as he began to chew slower. 

Baba Sade had taken me aside and explained things to me. Maggie was the woman who helped 

him to survive in the white man‘s land. ‗I would have died of hunger and cold without her.‘ He‘d 

said in a hoarse whisper. 

Even though every woman desires to be the sole apple of her husband‘s eye, I‘d realised that 

men‘s eyes are prone to rove like a frog looking for a fly. So, my contention was not with my 

husband taking a second wife. I hated having a foreign woman as my rival. We could not even fight 

L 
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properly over our husband. Maggie did not understand the abusive songs in our language that I 

used to taunt her. 

‗See the wife with two left legs and a stick for a hand…‘ I sang one morning, as I watched 

Maggie throwing the burnt slices of yam she cooked into the dustbin. Maggie did not understand 

the concept of African polygamy at all. Imagine her saying we could be good friends or like sisters. 

‗I came to Africa to rediscover my roots. I read that polygamy is not savagery like the West presents 

it. It‘s a functional family system.‘ Maggie chatted parrot-like. I shook my head at her ignorance. 

She talked as if Africa was just one big country with one unified tradition and identity. Even with 

my Standard-six brain (as Baba Sade named it), I knew that notion was very wrong. Has she come 

to rediscover the Yoruba roots – to learn the bata dance and the names of the multiple gods? Or to 

learn the system of age grouping amongst the Igbo? 

‗Why do you folks dip a curtsey to each other? Isn‘t it meant for the royalty?‘ Maggie asked, 

when she noticed everyone kneeling before her. I told her it was our way of greeting each other; 

both the young and old. My ribs cracked in their cage the next morning when Maggie knelt before 

my children in greeting. Baba Sade was very embarrassed and the children could not stop giggling at 

their ridiculous stepmother. 

My amusement soon turned into resentment as Baba Sade continued to give Maggie special 

treatment. He installed an air-conditioner in her room because she complained of the stifling heat 

and when she became pregnant, he bought her a gleaming Peugeot 504. I got so jealous to the point 

of distraction and I grumbled out loud but Baba Sade only laughed at my dissatisfaction.  He said 

Maggie was not troublesome like indigenous African women and I should be happy to have her as 

my co-wife. That was before Maggie started acting up. 

It started on the day set for Baba Sade‘s chieftaincy celebration. Maggie walked around the 

house pensively ticking off and adding items to her endless to-do list. She really got blood pulsating 

at my temple with the way she tried to control everything as if she was the senior wife. 

‗Oh my goodness, you folks are slaughtering the cow on the dirty grass, that‘s unhygienic.‘ 

Maggie squealed like the rats inside our foods-store. The butcher-men grinned at her; ogling at her 

flawless skin. 

‗Ha! Oyinbo Madam, we go wash the meat. No wahala,‘ the men replied with an over-

eagerness to please. That was another thing I detested about Maggie. Wherever she went, the men 

became crazy and clamoured after her like he-goats on heat – even the randy bleating was part of 

the meaningless charade. 

Sometimes, I wonder at the wisdom of our men. They are so enchanted by these akata women 

as if the women at home are not good enough for them. Their fascination with these foreign 

women is akin to a child‘s endearment to a doll. Like the child, they realise these women are not 

real but they like to live with the deception. 

Baba Sade‘s chieftancy ceremony had been scheduled for 2:00pm but the guests did not begin 

to arrive until two hours later. This made Maggie very upset because she did not understand the 

concept of African time. 

‗Maggie don‘t get all worked up, people will soon start to arrive,‘ Baba Sade coaxed. Maggie 

continued to fret as she thought of all her carefully laid-out plans going to waste. 

‗They are all very rude people. Imagine coming to a scheduled event this late!‘ Maggie fumed, 

as the guests began to trickle in at a quarter to four. 

Then the debacle began. Maggie grabbed the microphone – ‗You people should be ashamed of 

yourselves! I was told that it‘s a common practice for you to observe African time which is no time. 

It‘s such mediocre practices that leave Africa in the dregs of its underdevelopment.‘ There was a 

meaning-laden silence for several minutes after Maggie‘s reprimanding speech. Then, the high-life 

band killed the silence as they burst into the refrain of Ebenezer Obey‘s song: 
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ko s’ogbon te le da,                 there’s no act of wisdom 

ko si iwa t’ele hu,                    no good behaviour 

ko s’ona tele lo,                       no direction that one can take 

te lefi t’aye loorun o.              That will satisfy everyone 

 

I laughed merrily at the sarcasm of the musicians; they saw Maggie as the disgruntled foreigner 

who felt she had all the knowledge about Africa – what it should be or not be even more than the 

original Africans. 

‗She‘s just an outspoken woman. She didn‘t mean any harm.‘ Baba Sade said, in defence of 

Maggie after the ceremony. Outspoken indeed! I would have been nailed out-rightly mad, if I had 

dared the same feat. I swallowed my anger as a true resilient African woman. 

The whole matter travelled from weighing down my back to choking my throat when Baba 

Sade moved into the same bedroom with Maggie. He even preferred a pregnant-Maggie over me. 

Then, I remembered what Maggie said during her angry speech – ‗You people in Africa are 

powerless people. You have no great technology and no significant scientific discovery has come out 

of the continent in the last century.‘ 

I walked away from their bedroom‘s door quietly. 

 

*** 

‗This place is all messed up. Bullshit! I can‘t stand it anymore,‘ Maggie shouted very early, some 

mornings later. She began to throw her clothes in a suitcase, while Baba Sade grovelled before her. 

‗Baby, honey, sweetheart,‘ rained the sweet expletives but she paid him no attention. 

‗But you can‘t take my child with you!‘ Baba Sade blurted in exasperation. 

Maggie paused from her suitcase-stuffing for a bit. ‗Did I hear you say your child? Have you not 

heard that a woman owns her body and all that‘s inside it? This child would be mine and no one 

else‘s.‘ She said cradling her jutting belly in her hands. 

Then, I fell into playing my part. ‗Maggie please don‘t leave us this way, I beg you.‘ I pleaded, 

trying very hard to keep the triumphant smile off my face. 

‗I‘m so sorry to have come to disrupt the unity of your home. It was really a bad idea to have 

come to Africa.‘ 

‗You mean Nigeria, don‘t you? You know you could try South Africa. I heard a lot of people 

like you stay there because it feels like home to them.‘ 

‗I will think about it.‘ Maggie said, as she hugged me. Baba Sade sat helplessly on the bed with 

the forlorn look of a child whose favourite toy had just been snatched away. Maggie ignored him 

and headed for the door – out of our lives forever. 

‗Yeee!‘ I yelped as Baba Sade pinched my arm. 

‗I know you must have had a hand in what just happened.‘ 

‗How can you accuse me of such a thing? Where is your proof?‘ I protested. 

I laughed inside me. The good thing about African magic is that it leaves no fingerprints – it‘s a 

silent and portent power. Baba Alaro‘s charm sure had no technological handicap or racial 

boundary! 

Africa my Africa! 
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The new times3 
 

Su’eddie V ershima A GE MA  

 

 

 
ne of those days found Timbir taking his usual one-to-two hour walks. He marvelled 

at the number of cars in the city. Was it really only in three years that a walk down 

this same road would have encountered a countable number of very predictable cars? 

He waved to the cook at the corner, working to meet the teeming demands of her ever 

increasing customers. She shot him a look of acknowledgement from a window, and 

continued with her work. These days, she had no time to even wave back. That was a big 

change. There was the time when she would cook only once and have leftovers to spare at the 

end of the day. In those days, Timbir would go in and chat with her. They would talk about 

anything and everything. He knew how many stories he had been inspired to write from 

simply talking to her. There was her son who had a calabash for a stomach who would have to 

wait for the leftovers; 

‗Uncle, buy me this.‘ ‗Buy me that.‘ ‗Thank you, Uncle.‘ Very warm boy who made 

Timbir feel like a biological uncle. Who would have guessed they were from two different 

regions of the country? Such was the warmth. The last time he had seen the boy, there had 

been noticeable change. The boy had grown up as had the warm ‗Uncle.‘ Timbir was now ‗Sir‘ 

in a very polite tone. He heard that the young man was in a very big school now. He missed 

the boy. It was also one of the benefits of the new times; politeness over warmth. He smiled at  

the woman, busy at work, in a proper suit who gave instructions to her workers in this big 

building. Who would believe this was the same person he had called cook? 

He continued on his way, stopping at the church; a big magnificent edifice. He 

remembered the previous years. People used to fellowship in the Pastor‘s two bedroom flat. It 

was a common sight, then, to find groundnuts in the offertory box. All the times he had passed 

the area had made him laugh. The Pastor had always told him to be wary, saying that the 

parable of the mustard seed remained. 

‗Perhaps, for your grandchildren!‘ Timbir had retorted each time with both of them 

laughing. These days only crisp currency notes lined the box. The Pastor had grown from the 

slim happy faced man to a fat, clownish person; an exploiting smile at his lips each time. He 

no longer visited Timbir. His visits were reserved for the bigger houses of the faithful. The 

business of the church now took priority and even the spare time of the shepherd had to be 

spent in more favourable investments. The prophecy of the mustard seed had sure come to 

pass. Timbir shook his head. Things had moved fast and the whole country had changed in a 

whiff. 

He continued his walk and eventually got to his car, someone on his trail. The beggar 

came in his tattered clothes and flagged Timbir down. He looked at the beggar and turned his 

face away. He climbed into his jeep and thought of how different things had become. It was 

                                                           
3
 First published as ‘When Time Comes to call’ in the short story collection, The Bottom of another Tale 

by Su’eddie Vershima Agema (Karu: SEVHAGE, 2014)  
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no longer a communal society and even family had become distant. He engaged the gears and 

ignited his car to life, raising the dust into the face of the man now left behind. His brother, in 

his ragged clothes, looked on as Timbir drove off. It was the sign of the times.  
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